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Sat. Jul. 3 “Red, White and Bluegrass”
8pm Ricky Skaggs

and Kentucky Thunder
Plus Fireworks

Sat. Jul. 10 Broadway Superstar
8pm Patti LuPone
Fri. Jul. 16 Joseph Arthur
8pm and Meghan Wolf
Sat. Jul. 17 Festival Orchestra
8pm John Covelli
conductor/soloist

Sat. Jul. 24 Country Legend
8pm Charlie Daniels Band
Fri. Jul. 30 Javon Jackson
8pm Quintet
Sat. Jul. 31 Regina Carter's
8pm "Reverse Thread"
Fri. Aug. 6 John Scofield/
8pm Joe Lovano Quartet
Sat. Aug. 7 Patti Austin
8pm “For Ella”
Sat. Aug. 14 America—the 40th
8pm Anniversary Tour
Sat. Aug. 21 “The Day the
8pm Music Died”

Music of Big Bopper,
Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens

Sat. Aug. 28 Festival Opera Rossini’s
8pm Cinderella
(La Cenerentola)

Sun. Aug. 29 FREE Children’s Opera
1pm “Three Little Pigs”

Belleayre Mountain, Rt. 28, Highmount, NY
(800) 942-6904, ext. 1344 • festival@catskill.net
www.belleayremusic.org

Sat. Sept. 4 Aaron Neville Quintet
8pm featuring

Charles Neville

l

dear readers

,

ike many of you, I am not a happy camper right now.
This absolute catastrophe in the Gulf makes me sick
just seeing and hearing about it; the massive scale of
devastation to living creatures, the inconceivable
wreckage of coastlines from not only the oil, but from the millions of
gallons of chemical dispersants, the decimation of the fishing and tourist
industries, lifestyles of good, decent folks ruined. Some of them are
people I know.
It’s just frustrating because there’s little any of us can do to stop the oil,
and the people responsible are unfortunately the most qualified and able
to fix the problem. Once again, we’ve trusted the industry to police
itself, believing it will act wisely in its own best interests and do the right
thing. Once again, we learn the hard way that business often skips the
“do the right thing” and “wisely” parts of the previous sentence to help
boost the “best interests” part. When will we ever learn?
One good thing to come out of this is the increased awareness of our
addiction to fossil fuels, and the danger of it. But another one—which
may be even more important—is the awareness of the importance of our
waters, fresh and salt. Very often it seems we are being given a choice:
cheap(er) energy or fresh (unpolluted) water. Both hydrofracturing
to capture natural gas, and mountaintop removal to get coal, despoil
enormous amounts of fresh water, never to be reclaimed. Is it really
worth it?
I’ve got water on the brain, that’s for sure, and it’s become a big part of
this month’s issue. Our featured artist Christy Rupp has much to say on
the subject, and she does so with verve, eloquence, and some arresting
imagery. We had a great chat with Manna Jo Greene and Jeff Rumpf of
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, who gave us the rundown on what’s
going on with their ongoing mission, to create more awareness about the
importance of our living waterways.
And the absolute highlight: meeting the indomitable Pete Seeger. It was
a lot like meeting a beloved family patriarch who happens to be a folk
hero. It meant the world to me and my son, Dylan, to spend some time
talking with him, and he just could not have been more gracious to us.
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The Green ChoiCe

Building or renovatiing your home using
Sa-Ha Construction and
Arxx™ Products is a green choice for
you, your family and the environment.

ARXX™ Insulated Concrete Form (ICF) construction enables significant
energy savings, greater comfort, security and quiet, and a faster build than
conventional construction. Plus, an ARXX™ home feels better and costs less to
heat and cool.
Sa-Ha Construction will build an ARXX™ home that lets you save thousands of
dollars on heating and cooling costs. And because less fuel will be used to heat
and cool your home, you will reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions.

Improve your home’s comfort and value
while reducing your carbon footprint.
Make The Green ChoiCe Today!

Since then, I think of Pete when I get upset about this whole oil spill, and
it helps. Pete and his Clearwater crew saw the pollution of the Hudson
River in the 60s, and saw that the way to effect change would be on a
personal level, using the power of music, education, and the river itself
to make people FEEL the importance of saving the Hudson, not just for
people to use and enjoy, but to provide a home for millions of creatures
who inarguably deserve one.
Now, with the Gulf oil “spew,” more than ever we need the great minds
of America—and the world—behind the vexing problem of moving
away from Earth-damaging fossil fuels toward greener solutions (sorry,
not nukes), while insuring clean water: the most precious life-giving
substance on the planet. Guess it’s also time to get some big sloops out
on the Gulf, to show the next generation how royally we screwed things
up with our oil addiction, our carelessness. Hopefully there will be some
creatures still living out there to study.
Better stop now before my personal mercury rises again. I’m frustrated,
feeling both powerless and partially guilty, as someone who contributes
to the demand for that which is now killing other beings. So I’m thinking
about going down to the Clearwater Great Hudson River Revival 2010,
to see and hear some great music, and sing along with Pete and the crew.
Thinking about what good things can happen when people who care
work together. Thinking about the power of song, how it can bring folks
together, can bring life to the words we all need to hear, to speak. In
harmony.
Much better. Still….there’s much work to be done.
Cheers,
Ross Rice, editor
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POWERHOUSE THEATER
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FINE
+
WINE
FINEART
TASTINGS

+

AUCTION OF FINE WINES AND FINE ART
FROM PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

Second Annual Fine Wine + Fine Art Benefit Auction
Saturday, June 12, 5:30–8:30 pm
AT THE DORSKY Tickets available at www.newpaltz.edu/museum

Artistry Benefiting The Dorsky Museum
Saturday, June 12, 2010
5:30–8:30 pm
at The Dorsky Museum
SUNY New Paltz

W ITH H ONORARY C O -C HAIRS
W INE I NTRODUCTIONS BY

AND

STEVEN KOLPAN (New Paltz ’71)
Wine Author, Professor of
Wine Studies, Culinary Institute
of America
AND

KEVIN ZRALY (New Paltz ’74)
Wine Author, Founder,
Windows on the World Wine School

TICKETS:
$100 each or 10 tickets for $800
$80/person for Dorsky Museum
members and donors
For tickets and more information,
contact 845.257.3238 or
DorskyWineArt@newpaltz.edu
Or visit The Dorsky Museum at
www.newpaltz.edu/museum
or
Hudson Valley Wine Magazine at
www.hvwinemag.com

YOU ’ LL ENJOY:

+ A unique tasting menu by award-winning Chef and
Sponsor John Novi of DePuy Canal House

+ Fine wine tastings from Hudson Wine Merchants
(Hudson), In Good Taste (New Paltz), and Vino 100
(Newburgh)

+ Artisanal cheeses and award-winning Hudson Valley
dessert wines
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EXHIBITIONS
Carolee Schneemann: Within and Beyond the Premises
Through July 25
Andy Warhol: Private and Public in 151 Photographs
Through September 26

, NY

Hudson Valley Artists 2010: Contemporary Art and Praxis
Friday, June 25 – November 14

EVENTS
Sunday, June 6, 2 pm
First Sunday Free Gallery Tour with museum curator Brian Wallace
Hudson Valley Seed Library/Ryan Cronin, Sugar Baby
Watermelon, 2010

Saturday, June 26
Gallery Talk with Hudson Valley Artists 2010 curator Thomas Collins
4–5 pm
Opening Reception for Hudson Valley Artists 2010
5–7 pm

Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art

OPEN Wed.-Sun. 11 a.m. – 5 p.m.

State University of New York at New Paltz

845-257-3844 / www.newpaltz.edu/museum
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OVER 250 MUSICIANS ON 7 STAGES!
Including: STEVE EARLE • SHAWN COLVIN • DAVID BROMBERG QUARTET
PETE SEEGER • JOAN OSBORNE • BUCKWHEAT ZYDECO • SUBDUDES
KELLER WILLIAMS • RAILROAD EARTH • DONNA THE BUFFALO

EILEEN IVERS • FELICE BROTHERS • STEVE FORBERT • TOSHI REAGON • JONATHA BROOKE
RHETT MILLER • DAN BERN • LUCY KAPLANSKY • MIKE DOUGHTY • DAVID AMRAM • SARA
WATKINS • DALA • ANGEL BAND • CJ CHENIER & THE RED HOT LOUISIANA BAND • BROTHER
JOSCEPHUS & THE LOVE REVIVAL REVOLUTION • JAY, MOLLY & PETER (Contra Dance) • TAO SEEGER
BAND • NIGHTINGALE (Contra Dance) • THE LEE BOYS • MILTON • LE VENT DU NORD (Quebecois
Cajun) · SLAVIC SOUL PARTY (Balkan Brass Band) · FOLKLORE URBANO (Colombian Folkloric
Dance Band) · SARAH LEE GUTHRIE & JOHNNY IRION · HAZMAT MODINE (Global Blues) · BONGA &
THE VODOU DRUMS OF HAITI (Haitian drumming and dance) · KAKANDE (West African ensemble) · Roland
Mousaa · Folk Soul Band · Walkabout Clearwater Chorus · Arm-of-the-Sea Theater · Kim & Reggie
Harris · Jay Mankita · Dog on Fleas · The Storycrafters · Rick Nestler · Ken Corsbie · Bob Reiser
Nancy Tucker · Rude Mechanical Orchestra · Elizabeth Mitchell & You Are My Flower · The
Power of Song · Marva P. Clark · Grenadilla · Roger the Jester · Paul Richmond · The Edukated
Fleas · Evy Mayer · Linda Richards · Mel & Vinnie · Robert DeMayo · Eric Russell · Steve Stanne
Diane Wolkstein · Dan Einbender · Ann Shapiro & Tom Callinan · Betty Boomer · Captain Killian
& Crew · Nancy Marie Payne · Hope Machine · Ezzell Floranina · The Dirty Stay Out Skifflers · Uncle
Rock · Bobaloo Basey · Matt Turk · Terry Sullivan · Stout · Tom Winslow · Amy Hersh · Bruce Engholm
Bruce Harpster · Chris Kitzmiller · Eric Kollenberg · Peter Schuerholtz · Melissa K. Knowles · Nettie Lane
Tony Duncan · Vern Coffey · Thomasina Winslow · Dave Conover · Travis Jeffrey · Raging Grannies

June 19 &20

Croton Point Park
Croton-on-Hudson, NY

For more information or to purchase tickets please call
845-418-3596 or visit us at www.clearwaterfestival.org.

Sponsored by:

Fun & Excitement for the whole Family!

FESTIVAL IS ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES. AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS PROVIDED FOR DEAF AND HARD-OF HEARING.

ad sponsored by roll magazine
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roll pen & paper

I

t’s one of those delicious spring days you just want to somehow
capture and replay at will; t-shirt temperature, mellow
breeze puffing in from the Hudson River waterfront, birds
wheeling and calling, the ting-ting of lines flopping against
aluminum masts of small sailboats, the sun glint on rippling water.
My 16 year-old son and I are lounging in the shade at the Beacon
Sloop Club, which once was an old diner next to the train station. It
now serves as a monthly meeting place for members of the Hudson
River Sloop Clearwater, the educational environmental organization
that has been on the cutting edge of the battle against the pollution
and degradation of America’s waterways. Later, the group will hold
a potluck supper and meeting, then there will be a sing-along pickin’
party.
Soon, a small blue car appears and parks in the lot. Its occupant disembarks
and walks over to us, apologizing for being (very slightly) late, and
unlocks the door. Folding chairs need to be set up for the meeting, so
my son and I grab a few, take them outside, arrange them in a semi-

circle. The gentleman takes a seat, and asks me if I have any questions.
And here I am, suddenly gifted with one of the world’s most precious
substances (in my opinion, anyway): One hour of Pete Seeger’s time and
full attention.
It’s hard to know where to even start; the length and breadth of the man’s
life and career could fill the pages of this magazine many times over,
and still fall short. But we’re in luck, as we now have Pete’s Where Have
All the Flowers Gone: A Singalong Memoir (Sing Out!/Norton, 2009). It’s
a stunning achievement: a combination of autobiography, song book,
music history, and instructional guide—with an accompanying mp3 CD,
containing three CD’s worth of musical examples of the songs, many
recorded by Pete himself, some even the classic original recordings.
Though it originally came out in 1993, it has since been fully corrected
and improved for the new edition.
As a musical resource, it’s extremely rich with information: origins of
songs, tablature, picking techniques, beautifully written music “charts”,

a talk with Pete Seeger
about his singalong memoir

		

Where Have All
the Flowers Gone
by Ross Rice
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continued on pg 10...
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photographs of

Pete Seeger by M att Petricone

detailed lyrics and translations. And Pete’s humor and generosity
permeates it with wonderful recollections and observations, and even
some great photographs and illustrations. If you’re a Pete Seeger fan,
or simply a lover of folk music and its history, this is a must-have book;
one you should buy two of, just in case you lose one, or a friend really
needs it.

Well, of course not everybody knows how to use it, they don’t have a
computer, and they say: this doesn’t work on my CD (player)! I’m going
to try to persuade the publisher to change the wording opposite the CD
so that people who don’t know what an mp3 is will know what to do.

Reading Where Have All the Flowers Gone and talking with Pete Seeger
are both very much like sailing: it may take a tack or two, but you’re
going to get where you’re going, you’re gonna make some progress. And
you’re sure going to enjoy the ride.

Where Have All the Flowers Gone starts with some personal history,
recollections of his upbringing in a leftist musical family, with both
parents finally securing work in New York City, teaching at the Institute
of Musical Art, now Julliard. Like many precocious kids, Pete learned
music naturally, picking up one of several instruments around the house,
just having fun. But unlike other kids, Pete later had access to the deep
roots of American music, securing a job at 17 working for music historian
Alan Lomax, who had famously collected music and field recordings of
unknown and often rural “folk” songs and singers. Listening to Hudie
“Lead Belly” Ledbetter, Aunt Molly Jackson, Jim Garland, and others
inspired Pete musically and politically.

Your recent book Where Have All the Flowers Gone is really two books
in one: a memoir and a music book, chock full of some of the most essential folk
songs of all time. When you had the notion to write it in the early 90’s, did it
start as memoir and become more music book, or vice versa? Or was it always
intended to meld the two?
It started as a music book, and then I got telling how I made up the song,
or how I changed the song, something like that. And pretty soon it was
more of a memoir. But even the last pages….the postscript has some of
my best songs in it.

The accompanying CD is amazing, allowing the reader ready access to examples
of the songs that you provide sheet music for in the book.

But then, at 20, he met, as he put it, “the most prolific songwriter of them
all,” Woody Guthrie. Lomax put the two together to help him out; Pete
transcribed the music and lyrics, and Woody provided the introductions
for the collection that became Hard Hitting Songs for Hard Hit People. After
hitchhiking around the country, performing whenever and wherever
possible, he returned to New York and formed the Almanac Singers
with Woody, a group that pulled no punches with its anti-war pro-union
stance. As Woody put it, they played “songs with teeth.”
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At one point in the book you describe the process you and Woody Guthrie had of
recycling melodies with new lyrics, often subconsciously. You’ve also been very
generous, personally making sure the originators of songs you adapted or covered
got credit and royalties. With music ownership becoming murkier lately thanks
to technology, what are your thoughts on this? Should music be free?
When you think of all the problems that money has caused the world,
sometimes you just wish everything could be free, like it was 10,000 years
ago. But it’s a handy tool, and you see that even in those days, someone
made a beautiful arrowhead, and somebody (else) says, I can’t make an
arrowhead that good…I’ll go get you some wampum. What’s wampum?
Well, you have to make that. And so they started using money way back
in tribal communism.
I only had a little paragraph (in the book) about that campaign for public
domain reform. It may catch on, because it’s quite obvious that if a tune
comes from a certain country, why shouldn’t that poverty-stricken little
country get a little money? In the case of “Abiyoyo” I was able to get them
$15,000, which was a lot of money for that little part of Africa (at the
time). And every time “Abiyoyo” gets played on the radio somewhere,
another seven cents comes in. This could be done with other songs…

When it comes to songwriting, do you find that you write better under pressure,
or not?
I’m not a quick songwriter. But some come to me all of a sudden that I
don’t expect, I don’t know why. “Waist Deep in the Big Muddy, the big
fool says to push on,” (classic anti-Vietnam War tune that caused a ruckus when
he played it on the Smothers Brothers show in the 60s-ed.) that line came to me
all at once. And, I thought of the tune for “Turn, Turn, Turn” just off the
top of my head.
I hope you noticed the story where I thought I had written a tune for
children. (Pete sings “Creepy Crawly Little Mousy.”). For 30 years I thought
I wrote that tune! And then I remember it was Frank Warner who
collected folk songs in New York and New Jersey. And waaaay back
forty years ago in New Jersey he found a family whose great great
grandfather had been in Washington’s army, and as they walked through
New Jersey they sang (to the same tune):
Doodle doodle doodle dandy
Cornstalk rum and a homemade brandy
Indian puddin and a pumpkin pie
That will make those Yankees fly!

(My son Dylan had a question for Pete…)
So all I did was slow it down!

We’ve all grown up on your songs, often singing them in school—‘If I Had a
Hammer,’ ‘Where Have All the Flowers Gone,’ ‘We Shall Overcome.’ What
tunes did you listen to as a kid?
Frankly, all my life I have listened to phonograph records as rarely as
possible. I really believed that quote—I read in a book somewhere—that
quote from John Philip Sousa. He said “what will happen to the American
voice now the phonograph has been invented?” I like to make music.
I thought my older brothers were foolish, they would get records like the
hit of the week, stupid songs. Even then I was aware that the rulers of the
country wanted to control what the people heard.
I read Thoreau when I was 12. And then my father took me to a mountain
music festival in North Carolina, and I just fell in love with the longnecked banjo. The tenor banjo was shorter, and you just played chords:
ploom ploom ploom ploom. Kind of boring. There’s a famous track called
“Mood Indigo” by Duke Ellington, you can hear that plink of the banjo.
When they invented electrical amplification, music was never the same,
I guess. But I don’t listen to records…

The music has started up nearby, guitars and banjos, and Pete keeps
looking over at the informal groups, occasionally giving a quick halloo.
He calls to one of the banjo pickers to check out his long-neck banjo
hanging up in the doorway of the Sloop Club. Folks of all ages are
showing up with food and instruments; my son and I are already wishing
we’d brought ours.

Here are just a few of the great moments in the book, if you’re just
skimming, and not singing (for now anyway):

—Woody Guthrie’s advice to hitchhiking Pete on how to make traveling
money in a Western bar, after teaching him half a dozen sure-fire favorite
country tunes: “Pete, you go into a bar with your banjo on your back
and buy you a nickel beer. Sip it real slow. Sooner or later someone will
say, ‘Kid, can you play that thing?’ Don’t be too eager. Say, ‘Maybe. A
little.’ Keep sipping your beer. Finally someone will say, ‘Kid, I got a
quarter for you if you’ll pick us a tune.’ Now you swing it around and
play something.”
—a full discussion of the “folk” process that Pete employed in adapting
an old Xhosa (South African) lullaby with a new story to create his
signature “Abiyoyo,” and how he made sure the subsequent royalties
made it back to the people who inspired him. A later story details how
Pete did the same for Solomon Linda, the originator of “Mbube,” later
adapted as “Wimoweh,” a big hit for the Weavers in 1950.
—a wonderful recollection of an appearance on the Dick Cavett Show
in the 70s, with James Brown and astronaut Frank Borman. With the
show nearing its end without getting to Pete, Cavett suddenly realized
the time, and called out: “Pete, do you have a very short song?” So Pete
obliged with an eight second song that went: “Here we are knee-deep
in garbage, firing rockets at the moon,” and promptly sat down. With
the sudden extra time, Cavett asked him what he thought of the space
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continued on pg
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program, and Pete replied “It seems to me kind of silly to say that we
can spend $60 billion going to the moon then say we don’t have enough
money for schools or hospitals or job training.” Borman was not amused,
but at the show’s end James Brown reached across the astronaut, and
pumped Pete’s hand vigorously.
—a lengthy discourse on “This Land Is Your Land,” one of the most
loved yet misunderstood folk songs of modern times, complete with
extra verses in several languages. And a photocopy of Woody Guthrie’s
handwritten original words for the song, originally titled “God Blessed
America”…with those lines lightly crossed out.
—the famous moment where Pete took an axe to the power cable at
Newport in 1965? Turns out Pete liked the electric guitar! He was mad
at the sound system; Dylan was singing “Maggie’s Farm,” and Pete was
upset that the vocals were distorted, and that he couldn’t understand the
words. Hence the axe.

My early idea was simply to have maybe 25 sloop clubs up and down the
river and each would rehearse how to sail it, and they’d get one week
to sail it. It was a rather impractical idea, and it was soon forgotten.
Because we just raised money wherever we could, and got sailing. And
then we found the schools would pay as much as $800 (for us to) take 50
kids out for three or four hours. Found the best age seems to be early
teens, 11-14, middle-school age. But we’d take out any age; sometimes
little teeny kids, sometimes college students.
But we faced a crisis here. We realized that only the middle-class schools
could afford the $800. Down in New York there were hundreds of schools
of kids who’d like to go out, but didn’t have the money. So now we’re
trying to raise money for that, and that was what that Earth Day (note:
Pete’s aforementioned 90th celebration/DVD) party a year ago was all about.
And if we can raise enough money, and show people how to raise enough
money….
And so, we lucked into a beautiful river, a beautiful boat. Now there are
eleven of the boats around the country, doing the same thing. And they
all use the Clearwater system of teaching.

What’s not in the book is much about Pete’s defiant appearance before
the House Un-American Activities Committee, and subsequent
indictment for contempt of Congress, for which he served a year in jail.
Also missing is any bitterness for being blacklisted and its detrimental
effect on his career, or any animosity towards some of the others who
sold him out during those turbulent times. In retrospect, losing his group
the Weavers—who broke up due to lack of work from the blacklist,
despite their huge hit in 1950 with Lead Belly’s “Goodnight Irene”—and
having to go back to playing for kids in schools probably helped soften
the public image of him as an angry Communist sympathizer, allowing
him a second wind as a beloved singalong troubadour.
When the 60s folk explosion hit with the Kingston Trio, Peter, Paul, and
Mary, Joan Baez, Bob Dylan, they needed somebody to look to as an
example of integrity, honesty, understanding of the rich musical legacy.
Pete Seeger was the man; his “If I Had a Hammer” became a huge hit
with Peter, Paul, and Mary; the Byrds later covered his “Turn, Turn,
Turn” and rocked it out (Pete mentions he likes the ringing electric
guitars). Though consistently modest about it, Pete was a major avatar
for that brief, but potent, movement, and still is even now.
But that was all prologue to Pete’s next bold move: The Hudson Sloop
Clearwater. And as with everything he does, music plays a big part with
it.

Typical Pete Seeger modesty. Hudson Sloop Clearwater became one of
the first, most influential environmental groups in the nation; General
Electric is presently dredging out PCB’s from the Hudson River as a
direct result of Clearwater activism. And elsewhere in Flowers, the
reader is enjoying a pleasant anecdote about a friend of Pete’s who was
curious about the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act, only to realize that one
is reading about how the 1972 Water Pollution Amendments were added
to the Clean Water Act.
But if there’s one thing he makes abundantly clear in the book, it’s this:
people need to sing together, play music together. If you’ve ever seen
Pete perform live, you know it’s not going to be just some guy up onstage
singing tunes at you. He’s going to have you singing back; you had better
not say no. And you will be glad you sang, that you shared that moment
with your fellow human beings, joined in song, a member of the greater
human choir.
But it’s getting late, and Pete has to go pick up his amazing wife Toshi—
they’ve been married since 1945, kids and grandkids galore—and their
pot-luck dish in time for the supper. A few more questions then:

Let’s talk a little bit about Clearwater. It’s safe to say that without the
Clearwater project, the Hudson River would be in a horrible state…

A very close friend who is a lifelong fan wanted me to ask: do you and Toshi live
by a daily routine, or invent each day as it comes along?

Well, there might have been other organizations that picked it up. But
we lucked into an idea because of this book that was written right here
in Beacon, about a hundred years ago—1907. The Sloops of the Hudson!
I got a little publisher in the Catskills to reprint it, though it’s now a
big 8½” X 11” thing like this (holds up a Roll Magazine). It used to be a
cloth-covered book, about 6” X 8”. This man here said these are the most
beautiful boats we ever knew, and they’ll never be seen again. And he
had a few pictures of them. I wrote this letter to the man who loaned me
the book, and said “….if we got enough people together we could raise
enough money to build a life-sized replica.” (Which, of course, they did; see
the full story in the book-ed.)

My life now is very different from my life in the old days. That movie
(Pete Seeger: The Power of Song) got me too much publicity, and frankly, life
is not much fun now. I wake up to more mail than I can possibly answer, I
have to have somebody come and help me, yesterday she addressed about
30 letters that I’d prepared for her. And, I got back home…big pile,
about this high (shows with hand), another fifteen letters there which I
should prepare for her for next week.
I don’t get the exercise that I used to, I used to be in good physical
condition, but I don’t get enough exercise, been lying down, going
through paper, pausing for telephone calls. I’ve turned down requests
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for interviews and so on…the only way you got this interview is because
you were willing to come here. And, I corralled you into getting some
chairs.

Having been around for some time now, you’ve seen some pretty drastic changes
occur to humanity; some good, some not so. And though you occasionally use the
acronym ITAHRSH—If There’s A Human Race Still Here—in your book,
you seem to still be optimistic about the human future. Why is that?
Well, the happiest people I have ever known are those who are struggling,
even against odds.

Castle, several hundred people—spoke to him just a couple of weeks
ago on the phone. Well, at the end of the evening they started talking to
each other. They still won’t shake hands—that implies they’re friends—
but they are talking. And it’s been: ‘OK, maybe we can compromise
on this, settle on that.’ But they have not been murdering each other
since that.”
“Tommy had to leave the castle for a moment to get something; when he
got back the policeman says ‘you can’t come in! This is a private affair!’
Tommy says,’ well, I got it together!’ ‘Oh, you’re the songmaker!’ the
policeman hollers to the other ‘let this man through, he’s the Songmaker!’
Tommy was so proud of the title, he used it for the title of his book: The
Songmaker.”

Still don’t believe in the power of song? Here’s a story that Pete tells us
that’s not in the book:
“Oh, here’s a good story you should know. You know the singer Tommy
Sands? He lives in Northern Ireland, married to a French girl. But he
remembers that when he was a kid, if his family could save up enough
money for a barrel of beer, they’d invite all the neighbors in and sing
all night long, that was their idea of a good time. Well, Tommy—
remembering that thought—said ‘why couldn’t we have a songfest and
invite Ian Paisley of the North, and Gerry Adams of the South, and other
leaders?’ They’d been assassinating each other, murdering each other.”
“’We told ‘em come to a songfest, told ‘em no politics at all, we just sing
all night, and we got some good singers there.’ I think it was in Stormont

I know it’s terribly presumptuous of me, but I think the Sermon on the
Mount could use an addendum: Blessed be the song makers, and blessed
are we who hear their songs, and sing along together in harmony. Full
disclosure: I have music in my life directly thanks to Pete Seeger, with
two banjo playing uncles and a brother picking one too. I’ve been singing
his songs my whole life, and thanks to this book, I’ll be able to sing a
bunch more. Life is good. Thanks, Pete.
Pete Seeger’s Where Have All the Flowers Gone: A Singalong Memoir
(Sing Out!/Norton, 2009) should be available at a locally-owned bookstore. Please
contact your nearest one, and if they are without it, be sure to order one through them.
Support your local bookstore!
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It’s June again, with its summer sun and warm
breezes, bringing the Clearwater organization’s
41st Great Hudson River Revival to the shores
of Croton-on-Hudson, where 20,000 people
will come to experience the beautiful grace of
the majestic river sloops, the Clearwater and
the Mystic Whaler. Also on hand will be be top
name musical performers such as Steve Earle
and Shawn Colvin, thousands of Clearwater
volunteers, and environmental educators giving
the festival goers a two day celebration of music,
story-telling, and dance, as well as hands-on
learning about the river and its ecology. Many
people have attended the festival every year
since the beginning, returning year after year to
celebrate the river. Others will come for the first
time and will leave the Revival inspired with a
vision for a cleaner future.

walking
the talk;
singing the
song
how the
Clearwater
organization is
inspiring a new
generation of
environmental
leaders

T

he Great Hudson River Revival
was started in the mid-1960s
as a way to raise money to
build the sloop Clearwater, a
replica of the Dutch sailing vessels that plied
the Hudson River waters in the 1800’s. The
idea to build the sloop was a brainchild of
folk-singer and activist Pete Seeger and his
friend, Vic Schwartz, to showcase the beauty
and majesty of the Hudson River and to raise
awareness of its extreme pollution, which over
the years had left the river dying and almost
dead. They hoped that once people were on the
river, experiencing it up close and seeing the
pollution first hand, they would leave ready to
take action.

by Jamaine Bell

But first, Pete and Vic needed the money to build
the sloop. Pete, with his understanding of the
power of song and celebration, started holding
concerts up and down the river, passing the banjo
around to collect money. As awareness grew of
their plans, the concerts became larger and more
people became involved in the need to clean and
protect the river and its fragile ecosystem.
In 1969, the sloop Clearwater was completed,
launched in Maine, and sailed to New York
City. A folk song, “Hey Looka Yonder (It’s the
Clearwater),” was written by Tom Winslow
for the occasion. With the sloop ready, the
Clearwater organization started gathering
signatures demanding that Congress pass laws to
clean up the nation’s waters. Pete Seeger and the
Clearwater crew sailed the sloop to Washington,
DC in 1972 while Congress was debating the
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Clean Water Act and personally delivered the petition with its hundreds
of thousands of signatures to Congress. They then proceeded to hold
an impromptu concert in the halls. The Clean Water Act passed a few
weeks later.

all images courtesy

Great Hudson River Revival

Since then, the Clearwater organization has worked tirelessly to bring
justice to the river, its environment, and to the people living around it.
Clearwater has fought and is still fighting to get the PCBs dredged from
the river, left over from decades of polluting by General Electric. The
dredging case itself has been ongoing for decades. The first phase of that
project was completed in 2009 and review board hearings are currently
taking place, with Clearwater’s environmental action director, Manna
Jo Greene, actively involved to ensure that the job is completed to
satisfaction. As she explains, “I think that’s a measure of Clearwater’s
dedication and persistence—that we don’t just cast the line, go home and
retire—we see these projects through to completion.”

Clearwater is also involved with several other issues involving the
Hudson River, including fighting the reinstatement of the Indian Point
nuclear power plant certification, as well as newer projects involving
watershed management of streams and rivers that feed into the Hudson
River, and environmental justice of the disenfranchised populations that
live in its system, both human and non-human. As an example of the
latter, Clearwater led the charge on a carcass removal program on the
part of the train lines that run alongside the river, which has brought
back the number of eagles nesting along the Hudson River by reducing
the eagle population’s train fatalities.
Clearwater’s approach to creating change is unique and involves
blending activism with education and celebration. For Clearwater, the
education is best achieved through direct experience, by going out on
the sloops and learning about the river and its ecosystem first hand. As
Jeff Rumpf, Clearwater’s executive director likes to say, “It’s no child
left inside.” Thousands of people, from grade school age to ‘golden’ age,
have experienced and learned about the river in this way.
The celebration element is also vitally important, with the yearly
Revival the big annual event. Music has played an important part in

getting people involved with the organization from the very beginning.
As Pete Seeger has said, “Songs are sneaky things; they can slip across
borders.” By engaging people through direct experience, with the sloops
and the musical celebrations, Clearwater has found success and support.
Their membership, which numbers in the tens of thousands, helps further
the organization’s aims not only with the membership dollars, but also
as evidence of the organization’s presence as the “voice” of the people.
And Clearwater’s membership has seen a big increase in the past three
years, due perhaps to, as Jeff Rumpf puts it, “people becoming more
disenfranchised from top down government leadership and its problems.”
He sees the vacuum being filled by local action.
Last year, in 2009, Clearwater had its biggest celebration yet—Pete
Seeger’s all-star 90th birthday celebration at Madison Square Garden,
with performers like Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, and Dave
Matthews among others there to celebrate with Pete. As with the
birthday celebration, the yearly Revival draws top name performers
who all volunteer to help Clearwater keep its
mission going. This year’s list of hundreds
of great performers includes Steve Earle,
Shawn Colvin, Joan Osborne, and Pete
Seeger himself, performing with a very
special ensemble that has been his part of
his newest project, “The Power of Song.”
Jeff Rumpf explains that the Clearwater
organization is looking toward the future
by educating and activating the next
generation of environmental leaders. “The
Power of Song” project involves Pete and
others working with high school and college
age people interested in activism through
songs and songwriting.
The mission of the Clearwater organization
is to directly involve people in taking
responsibility for their environment, to
educate them, inspire them to action. This approach has lead Clearwater
“alumni” into leadership roles in the environmental movement. Top
officials in state and local governmental agencies, such as the Department
of Environmental Conservation, the local Environmental Protection
Agency and the Estuary Program were all activated by Clearwater. Jeff
Rumpf explains that one of the mantras of the organization is, “When
the people lead, the government will follow.” According to Jeff, “We
have to have people organized and inspired, educated, and ready to take
action for our democracy to work well.”
Clearwater’s methods and mission are a blueprint for other groups to
follow. There are now over ten “Clearwater” organizations around
the country, in other rivers and in the Puget Sound. Recently, a group
in Guatemala called on Clearwater for advice in setting up a similar
organization. And it all started with a couple of people with an idea,
a ship, a passion and a song, with unimaginable results. That’s truly an
inspiration.
For information on the Great Hudson River Revival, held on June 19th and 20th in
Croton-on-Hudson, NY, visit www.clearwater.org/festival/
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2 benefits for the Woodstock byrdcliffe Guild

ThE ROMANTIC GENERATIONS: BARBER/SChuMANN/ChOpIN
june & juLy ScheduLe

Sun. 6/27 | 6 pm • Tokyo STring QuarTeT •“Schumann and FriendS i”

WoodStock HouSe touR
Sat. 6/26 | eigHt Woodstock HoMes

Sat. 7/3 | 8 pm • acTorS & WriTerS • will read “Milk,”
a new play by Emily Devoti. Admission is by donation

Sat. 7/31 • 19th AnnuAl

Sun. 7/4 | 4 pm • Shanghai QuarTeT • “Schumann and FriendS ii”

Maverick concert Hall | West Hurley | neW york

SaT. 7/10 | 11 am • young PeoPle’S concerT:
elizabeTh miTchell and Family
Sat. 7/10 | 6 pm • WoodStock LegendS:
an evening With FoLkSinger haPPy Traum

WoodStock BeAt
A benefit concert for the
Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild
featuring Steve Reich and Musicians,
nexuS and So Percussion
reicH prograM including
druMMing – coMplete

perforMing an all

Sun. 7/11 | 4 pm • Parker QuarTeT With Shai WoSner, piano
a maverick debut
SaT. 7/17 | 11 am • young PeoPle’S concerT: imani WindS

For tickets and information for both events call the Guild

845.679.2079 / www.woodstockguild.com

Sat. 7/17 | 6 pm • WoodStock LegendS: STeve gorn, banSuri FLute;
allyn miner, Sitar; PandiT Samir chaTTerjee, tabLa
indian cLaSSicaL muSic
Sun. 7/18, 4 pm • imani WindS • “a SaLute to SamueL barber at 100”
Sat. 7/24 | 6 pm • Pedja muzijevic, piano
SonataS and other interLudeS
Sun. 7/25, 4 pm • Trio SoliSTi • “the romantic generation”
SaT. 7/31, 11 am • young PeoPle’S concerT:
beTTy macdonald, “WhaT iS jazz?”
Sat. 7/31, 8 pm • the 2010 WoodStock beat beneFit concert
For the WoodStock byrdcLiFFe guiLd, with STeve reich in person,
neXuS and So PercuSSion in Reich’s seminal work DRUMMING.
For tickets, contact the Woodstock Guild at 845-679-2079

$25 general admission • $5 student with valid ID
Book of 10 tickets $175 • Limited Reserved Seats $40
young P eoPle ’ S concerTS : c hildren Free a dulTS $5
neW! online TickeTing and Phone SaleS (800.595.4TiX)

HOT OFF THE PRESS
Come to a book signing and
meet artist Elwood h. Smith at

120 MAVERICK RD, WOODSTOCK NY 12498
845-679-8217 | www.MaverickConcerts.org
f e s t i v a l
2 0 1 0
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Oblong Books & Music

6422 Montgomery Street ~ Rt. 9
Rhinebeck, New York

Saturday, June 12
12:00 to 2:00 pm

Green

May all your
have been.
holidays Always
be
Alwaysgreen!
will be.

seeds, starts & solutions
veggie
starts & herbs,
for Organic
organic
gardens

native trees, shrubs & perennials,
tools, advice & earth-friendly supplies...
everything you need to get you growing

The

Phantom Gardener

Organic from the start, sustainable for the future...a growing legend

6837 Rte 9, Rhinebeck, NY 12572
open daily
thephantomgardener.com
845.876.8606
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roll the music

Bending Time
and Blowing Minds

SPIV U:K
photo by

Fionn Reilly

By Peter Aaron

Right away, the influences are clear but impeccable: classic British pop,
psychedelia, and glam à la the Beatles, early Pink Floyd, the Kinks,
David Bowie, T. Rex. “Yeah, well, that’s the music I grew up with, so I
guess it’s just gonna come out,” says SPIV U:K singer and guitarist Sham
Morris. “I just write these songs, and they could be [done in any style],
really. But they come out with this sound, and that’s also because they’re
being shaped by the rest of the band.”

T

he rest of the band is bassist Tom Newton (like Morris,
an English expatriate), guitarist John Gullo, and
drummer Chris Morgan. The four came together in
2004 as SPIV (“spiv” is Brit slang for a shady character
who lives by his wits; the “U:K” part was added later, in deference
to a similarly named Northwest outfit), and since then have stood out
on the upstate scene like a sequined, paisley thumb, thanks to their

specialized—perhaps esoteric, to some—approach. Live, the band is
known for its eye-dazzling stage presentation, which includes trippy,
multi-colored lighting and mind-bendingly surreal film projections.
“One of the problems with live music nowadays [in the Hudson Valley] is
that it usually doesn’t feel very special when you go to a gig,” says Morris.
“I’d think it’d be really boring, just to watch the four of us bobbing
around on stage with nothing else to look at. We figure if we’re gonna do
a show, we should give it 110 percent. And, ultimately, the word will get
around and more people will get interested.”
The former front man of glammy ’80s pop act One the Juggler (with
whom he went by the name Rokko), Morris immigrated to the
Woodstock area in 1987 after working with one of its best-known
residents, the late Mick Ronson. The two met when the ex-David Bowie
guitar player produced One the Juggler’s last album, 1985’s Some Strange
Fashion (RCA), and became fast friends, eventually playing together in
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a duo and a quartet with two other prominent locals, bassist Tony Levin
and drummer Jerry Marotta. Morris ultimately returned Ronson’s studio
favors by producing and writing songs for the guitarist’s final recording,
1994’s Heaven and Hull (Spitfire Records), which features guest vocals by
Bowie, the Pretenders’ Chrissie Hynde, John Mellencamp, Ian Hunter,
and Def Leppard’s Joe Elliot. “[Ronson] died of liver cancer before the
album was finished, so it was a very bittersweet time,” recalls Morris,
who also played with Psychedelic Furs guitarist John Ashton and former
X-Ray Spex/Classix Nouveaux drummer B.P. Hurding in the shortlived in Pink Thing. “Besides being an incredible musician, Mick was a
really wonderful guy and a great friend. I still miss him.”

While Morgan is known locally for his work with Woodstock’s Creative
Music Studio and New York’s Swollen Monkeys, Queens native Gullo
may also be familiar to many, as the front man of much-missed punk
cover band the Relatives. “Playing in that band was fun but it was also
very personal, because that music was such a big part of my life,” says
Gullo, an active participant of Manhattan’s late ’70s/early ‘80s scene
and, in the obscure No Excuse, and a one-time bandmate of blues-rock
guitarist Poppa Chubby. For a while, the Relatives also included another
popular local on guitar: New World Home Cooking chef/owner Ric
Orlando, whose celebrated Route 212 eatery and bar has become SPIV
U:K’s defacto home base.

As SPIV the foursome debuted with 2005’s Gigantic Inflation of the Ego
(self-released, like the band’s other CDs), its rawest, most guitar-heavy
set, and added the “U:K” for the 2008 follow-up, So Far Machine, which
puts a stronger accent on the group’s lysergic leanings (the latter disc
was reviewed in the July-August 2008 issue of Roll). The band’s newest
release, Sir Reginald Dreamsequence, betrays its bemusingly evocative title
by offering up yet another dose of timeless toy-town psych via “We Go
Underground,” “Dear Mr. Grey,” “Henrietta Shopping Cart,” and other
bursts of radiant Day-Glo pop.

Currently the band is working on promo videos for several of the tracks on
Sir Reginald Dreamsequence, and has its kaleidoscopic sights on its namesake
homeland. “We’ve put out these records, but we’ve been fairly lazy as far
as promoting them,” Morris admits. “So now we’re working on licensing
them in England. Taken together, they definitely tell a story.”
“They’re kind of a triptych,” says Gullo.
A most cryptic triptych, one might add.

photo by

Nik Lokensgard

Sir Reginald Dreamsequence is out now. www.myspace.com/spivuk
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roll stage & screen

Manifesting
Greatness:
A conversation with John Astin
By Jay Blotcher

I am calling this mid-May morning for veteran TV, film and stage actor
John Astin. But the phone is answered by John Astin the academic, who,
since 2001, has been teaching drama at Johns Hopkins University in his
hometown of Baltimore. For the better part of this hour-long interview,
John Astin the professor dominates the conversation, discussing the
history of modern theatre, its Russian antecedents, his unexpected
seduction by the dramatic arts while in college, the invaluable training
received by mentor Harold Clurman and his early days in the Group
Theatre.

“In fact, my principal tool in developing the character of Gomez Addams
was—or part of it was—the use of Michael Chekhov’s psychological
gesture,” Astin said. “I didn’t tell anybody.” (Yes, Astin saw a preview
of the current Addams Family Broadway musical. Diplomatically, he
suggested that it did not merit the savage reviews.)

“[I spent] five years with Clurman and then fundamental training in
theatre generally and (famous “system” educator Constantin) Stanislavski
in particular,” Astin said. “I did not promote that in Hollywood because
I think that would have cost me work.” He laughs. “Because during my
first years in Hollywood, which were the 60s, the so-called ‘Method’ had
a bad name.”

It is one week before the end of the school year at Hopkins. Astin must
administer final exams and turn in grades. Only then can John Astin,
academic, return to being John Astin, actor, and channel his energies
into rehearsing for Guest Artist, a dramatic comedy that arrives at the
Shadowland Theatre in Ellenville on June 25 for 15 performances.

A

classic acting pedigree—Astin also belonged to a
Shakespearean troupe—has allowed him to infuse
every role along his 60-year career, no matter how
slight, with substance. Consider his teacher at the
gym dance in the classic West Side Story, his one-man show as Edgar
Allen Poe, or innumerable film roles (Get to Know Your Rabbit and
Bunny O’Hare) and television appearances, which include guest spots
on The Flying Nun, Batman, Operation Petticoat and Night Court.
No matter how absurd the personage, Astin brings humanity to his role.
Especially so in the enduring 1964-66 series The Addams Family, where
Astin brought a singular—and unlikely—charm to a libidinous, headstanding, cigar-smoking, cartoon of a man named Gomez. (“Tish, you
spoke French!”)

Astin is energetic and voluble as well as philosophical. (He is a practicing
Buddhist.) The familiar John Astin voice still transmits youthful slyness
and wonderment, even though the man marked his 80th year in March.

Written by actor Jeff Daniels (The Purple Rose of Cairo, The Squid and
the Whale, Terms of Endearment as well as Broadway’s current Gods of
Carnage), Guest Artist finds rueful humor in that piquant moment when
youthful idealism is ridden roughshod over by embittered experience,
and art pales before the messiness of real life. Joseph Harris (Astin) is a
fading personage. Once he was a celebrated playwright with a Pulitzer
to his name. But his genius abruptly left him and even copious amounts
of drink could not retrieve it. To keep afloat, Harris accepts speaking
engagements. That is why, on this night in particular, he has arrived
by bus in Steubenville, Ohio, for an artist-in-residence stint at a local
theatre. He is met at the station by 20-something Kenneth from the
theater, who still lauds this faded genius. That is, until Harris turns his
scorn upon the bright-eyed intern.
While he acts infrequently these days, Astin was coaxed into this
production by James Glossman, a fellow faculty member at Hopkins
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who teaches directing. Astin calls him “a wonderful director,” adding,
“I think the extent of his talent is still a secret.” The two met in the early
90s, when Astin's friend, actor Ed Asner, suggested they speak. Glossman
persuaded Astin to perform in a new play by Jeffrey Sweet tiled Bluff.
(He did so, and reprised his role in a staging at Shadowland, also directed
by Glossman.)
The same genial strong-arming happened again recently. Glossman
had staged Guest Artist at Hopkins with former student Anthony Blaha
playing Waters opposite Larry Pine as the embittered playwright. (Blaha
reprises the role of Waters in this production.)
“James and Anthony have been after me for some time to do the play,”
Astin said. Still immersed in classes, the actor only had time for a cursory
look at the text. But on the strength of his colleagues’ recommendation,
he accepted the role.
While Joseph Harris is an unrelentingly spiteful and dyspeptic man,
Astin stressed the importance of infusing his character with qualities that
garner understanding, if not complete sympathy.
“There’s humanity in everyone. No exceptions. Even the bad guys,”
he said. “They’re people ultimately and they are a wonder. There’s
something about the human being that can manifest greatness. Every
single human being can; it’s just not manifest all of the time.”
John Astin stars in Guest Artist by Jeff Daniels. Directed by James Glossman.
June 25 through July 18 at Shadowland Theatre, 157 Canal St, Ellenville.
www.shadowlandtheatre.org, tickets at the box office or call 845.647.5511.
Performances Th/Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 2 PM

V

V

Bearsville Theater
www.bearsvilletheater.com

(845)679-4406/Box Office Hours Tues.–Fri. 12 – 4pm

Friday June 10

RUSH: Beyond the Lighted Stage
Film Premiere 8pm

Saturday June 11

V

Playing For Change

Friday June 18

Marco Benevento Trio
and Charlie Hunter

Saturday June 19

Terry Adams (of NRBQ)
Rock and Roll Quartet

V

Sunday June 20

Adrian Belew

with special guest Joey Eppard

V

Thursday June 24

Dweezil Zappa Plays Zappa

Friday June 25

All Love, All Woodstock

A Benefit Party with Constance McMillen
and the ACLU
V

V

Saturday June 26

Benefit for the Jan Kotik Fund

featuring Babe the Blue Ox, Johnny Society,
The Mommyheads and Ida 12pm
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TOSH 1 (Son of Legendary Wailer’s Peter Tosh)
with special guest We Must Be 9pm

Saturday July 3

Grizzly Adamz

Thursday July 8

V

John A stin, photo by David Colwell, Baltimore M agazine

The Lee Boys

Friday July 9

Jakob Dylan and Three Legs

Saturday July 10

V

“I Slept With Joey Ramone”

with Mickey Leigh, Joey Ramone’s Brother

Tuesday July 20

Langhorne Slim and the Low Anthem

Thursday July 29

Appalachian Voices: Yim Yames V

(Jim James of My Morning Jacket), Ben Sollee,
& Daniel Martin Moore
Most Thursdays Miss Angie’s Karaoke LIVE! 9pm
Full Bar, Streamside Lounge, Gourmet Dining at

The Bear Cafe! 291 Tinker St. Woodstock, NY 12498
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Powerhouse

Theater

by Jay Blotcher
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Volgelstein Center for Drama and Film

preview: a closer look at
two bold new works at Vassar

This summer, devotees of the American theatre need not spend their
days and nights in Manhattan, dropping exorbitant fees on the shows
currently installed along Broadway. A banquet of drama, comedy and
musical offerings—featuring high-profile actors—awaits the obsessive
theatergoer here in the Mid-Hudson Valley. For the 26th year, from June
25 to August 1, Vassar College in collaboration with New York Stage and
Film, plays host to the Powerhouse Theater season, an immense series
of readings, new plays in development and classical pieces in campus
theaters and al fresco.

Powerhouse also offers two reading festivals and outdoor performances
by the Powerhouse Apprentice Company, including Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet, Sophie Treadwell’s Machinal, and a workshop of Walter Jones’
1940s Radio Hour, directed by New York Stage and Film cofounder, actor
Mark Linn-Baker.
Two Powerhouse productions arrive at Vassar with major buzz, by dint
of their high-profile directors: the drama We Are Here is helmed by Sheryl
Kaller, Tony-nominated for the hit Next Fall, currently vying for a best
play Tony. The musical Bonfire Night is directed by Obie-Award-winning
young turk Alex Timbers.
In separate interviews, the directors and playwrights of both shows
explained the fluid collaboration that brought these fledgling shows to
Powerhouse 2010.

all images courtesy

Powerhouse Theater, Vassar College

A Functional Family: We Are Here
Mainstage, Powerhouse Theater | June 29-July 11

W

hen she embarked upon writing what became
We Are Here, Tracy Thorne had only a sense of
what she hoped to avoid.

“I didn’t want to write a dysfunctional family play,” she said. But, the
Southern-born, Harlem-based actor and playwright realized that happy
people generate little dramatic tension. So she shifted gears, inventing “a
very happy, functioning family with plenty of trouble.”
The drama, which pivots on the death of a child, examines how people
survive a tragedy that would tear them apart. The horror, however,
is leavened with humor. While casting about for a plot dynamic that
reflected the family’s resilience, Thorne happened to attend a Cole
Porter concert at Lincoln Center. Before the show began, she observed
spouses bicker in the audience. But when the witty lyrics and sprightly
music began, tensions were quickly defused. Thorne decided, “My people
could sing to one another.” As in Dennis Potter’s celebrated The Singing
Detective and Pennies from Heaven, Thorne’s people croon standards when
mere words cannot convey bitter emotion. As the matriarch in We Are
Here explains, “This is how we define ourselves when we can’t stand the
sight of one another; this is what we do.”

Tracy Thorne

This year’s schedule showcases 20 major premieres, including new works
by John Patrick Shanley (Pirate), Eve Ensler (I Am An Emotional Creature),
and the team behind the Spring Awakening, Steven Sater and Duncan
Sheik (Umbrage). The oddest prospect is a reworking of On a Clear Day
You Can See Forever (July 29-August 1) with a new book by Peter Parnell
(The Cider House Rules) and directed by Michael Mayer (American Idiot,
Spring Awakening, Side Man).

Director Sheryl Kaller’s resume includes work with the maverick Naked
Angels theatre company of Manhattan as well as the Powerhouse musical
productions Adrift in Macao and Dangerous Beauty. After Next Fall moved
from a 96-seat off-Broadway house to Broadway and then received Tony
nods, she vowed to take chances with her next project. New York Stage
and Film brokered her partnership with Thorne and the connection was
immediate. Kaller calls Thorne’s depiction of a three-generation family
in crisis “one of the most beautiful plays I’ve ever read. We Are Here
speaks to me as a mother and it speaks to me as a humanitarian.”
Tracy Thorne has worked with theatre giants such as Matthew Warchus,
Anna Deavere Smith and Tony Kushner. That tutelage, however, did not
spare her some youthful excesses in her previous works, which remain
unproduced.
“The one-acts are the whimsies that they are,” she said. “The earlier
plays are filled with language and filled with whacky stuff.” If her shows
were couture, Thorne added, the early plays would be “crazy, crackpot
Dolce&Gabbana on the runway” while We Are Here suggests a “black
Calvin Klein sheath.”

Entourage, 1605: Bonfire Night
Martel Theatre | July 16-18

A

dramatics teacher once told Justin Levine, “Don’t
make theatre for somebody else; make theatre that’s
interesting to you.” The librettist-composer heeded
that counsel, and the result, after five years of
development, is a musical workshop of Bonfire Night at Powerhouse.
A 16th century plot by British rebels to blow up Parliament seems unlikely
material for a musical. But in the saga of Guy Fawkes—whose failed
Gunpowder Plot of 1605 inspired an annual street party still celebrated in
Great Britain—Levine saw parallels to today’s headlines.
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“The thing that captivated me was this whole idea of an early case of a
suicide bomber attempt,” Levine, 24, said, who began this project as a
straight drama in dramaturgy class at New York University. However,
Levine’s girlfriend saw the potential for a musical in the material. He
agreed and wrote a 16-song score, combining rock and period music.
Levine’s conceit of combining historic events with contemporary music
and creating a modern mash-up drew the attention of his friend Alex
Timbers. The artistic director of Les Frères Corbusier, Timber has
monted several productions showcasing historic revisionism and ironic
anachronisms.
“Taking historical events and reexamining them anew in a kind of fun,
contemporary way that can reveal contemporary issues,” Timbers said,
“it’s exciting to me.”

The duo wants Bonfire Night performed by an all-male cast, in order to
suggest parallels to TV’s Entourage, Timbers said. “It’s about fraternity
and loyalty and the sacrifices you’ll make. Having an all-male cast will
amplify that in an exciting way.” Ultimately, the men emerge as both
political dissidents and backstabbing power brokers.
Levine credits Timbers for guiding him in reshaping Bonfire Night for
Powerhouse. “Alex just has this ability to bring edge to a piece of theater
where there’s a lot of shock value, but somehow it’s the type that just
makes you continue watching.”
“You’re dealing with a dead-serious subject matter,” Timbers said.
“Urban terrorism and … religious belief and what you will and won’t
die for. And yet it rubs up against a really funny, broad humor.”
Levine welcomes a commercial hit with Bonfire Night. But as a young
idealist, he would settle happily for mere audience provocation. He
hopes Powerhouse audiences will recognize similarities between King
James’ England and Barack Obama’s America.
“At this point in my life,” he said, “I’m really interested in theatre that
brings up questions and not necessarily answers.”
For a complete schedule of the Powerhouse season, visit
www.powerhouse.vassar.edu/ or call the box office at 845.437.5907.

Alex Timbers

Justin Levine

Levine also had faith in the alliance; he has just appeared in writerdirector Timbers’s Public Theatre concert version of Bloody, Bloody
Andrew Jackson, a brash, rock ‘n’ roll imagining of the life and times of our
seventh president, limned through our modern perspectives on politics
and fame. (The production just won Timbers a 2010 Drama Desk Award
for Outstanding Book of a Musical.) Timbers’s previous “devised pieces”
included deconstructions of Depression-era president Herbert Hoover,
Manhattan developer Robert Moses and the Church of Scientology. The
audacious inventiveness and unapologetic intellectualism of his body of
work (think Tony Kushner) has established Timbers, 32, as a wunderkind
of American theatre. (An inveterate multi-tasker, Timbers is also
working on a Peter Pan show for Disney Theatricals and a New York
transfer for The Pee-wee Herman Show, recently staged in Los Angeles.)

Despite his intense schedule, Timbers insisted on directing Bonfire Night.
He called Levine “one of the most gifted writer-composers that I’ve ever
met and the fact that he’s so young and has just such great promise is
really exciting. I would be stupid not to try to jump on that wagon.”
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ACCORD—North Light Studio, 4 City Hall Road, 845.626.2843
ACCORD—Stone Window Gallery, 17 Main Street, 845.626.4932
Open Sa And Su 10 AM- 6 PM And Weekdays By Appointment
AMENIA—Maplebrook School, Rte. 22, 845.373.8557
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Hessel Museum Of Art At Bard College, Route 9 G
www.bard.edu/ccs/museum, 845.758.7598
	Through 8/30- KAMAU AMU PATTON : MOVING OUT OF THE WAY OF
	AN EMPTY SPACE
6/26 through 9/26- PHILIPPE PARRENO
	Sa 6/26- Opening Reception 1-5 PM
6/26 through 12/19- AT HOME / NOT AT HOME works from the collection of
martin and rebecca eisenberg

	Sa 6/26- Opening Reception 1-4 PM
ASHOKAN—Robert Selkowitz Sunlight Studio Paintings And Winternight Gallery
3024 Route 28, www.artfolks.com, 845.657.6982
BEACON—Back Room Gallery, 475 Main Street, 845.838.1838
BEACON—Beacon Artist Union, 161 Main Street, www.baugallery.com,
845.440.7584
BEACON—Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries, 199 Main Street
www.riversandestuaries.org, 845.838.1600
	Through 10/3- WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE hudson river artists
explore the ubiquity of water

BEACON—Daniel Aubry Gallery, 426 Main St., www.danielaubrygallery.com,
845.519.4070
	Ongoing- works by KATIE HAGAN, PURVIS YOUNG
BEACON—Dia:Beacon, 3 Beekman Street, www.diabeacon.org
845.440.0100, Th-Mo 11 AM- 6 PM
	Ongoing- 24 COLORS – FOR BLINKY by IMI KNOEBEL
	Ongoing- ROOM 19 by imi knoebel
	Ongoing- ROBERT RYMAN gallery
	Ongoing- AGNES MARTIN gallery
	Through 9/30- YOU SEE I AM HERE AFTER ALL by ZOE LEONARD
	Through 11/30- SOL LEWITT drawing series
	Sa 6/12- COMMUNITY FREE DAY
	Sa 6/26- GALLERY TALKS: ALEXANDER DUMBADZE on DAN FLAVIN 1 PM
BEACON—Fire Lotus, 474 Main Street, www.thefirelotus.com, 845.235.0461
BEACON—Floor One, 17 East Main St., 845.765.1629
BEACON—Fovea Exhibitions, Beacon Gallery, 143 Main Street
www.foveaexhibitions.org, 845.765.2199
	Through 6/10- HAITI photographs by RON HAVIV
BEACON—The Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.831.4988, Th-Su 1-5 PM
(Gallery closed Su 5/16)
	Through 6/13- THE WORLD OF ARTISTS exhibition of international
artists and members of the national association of women artists

7/3 through 7/25- TIME FOR ART senior artists exhibition
	Sa 7/3- Opening Reception 3-5 PM
BEACON—Hudson Beach Glass Gallery, 162 Main Street
www.hudsonbeachglass.com, 845.440.0068
	Sa 6/12- BEACON SECOND SATURDAY art event
BEACON—Marion Royael Gallery, 460 Main Street, 727.244.5535,
www.marionroyaelgallery.com
BEACON—Morphicism, 440 Main St., www.morphicism.com, 845.440.3092
BEACON—Open Space Gallery, 510 Main St., www.openspacebeacon.com
718.207.3793
	Through May- PATTERNS BENEATH THE SURFACE w/ RANDY ROBERTS
and JOSEPH PIMENTEL
BEACON—Riverwinds Gallery, 172 Main St., www.riverwindsgallery.com
845.838.2880
BEACON—Van Brunt Gallery, 460 Main Street, www.vanbruntgallery.com
845.838.2995
BETHEL—Bethel Wood Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
BOICEVILLE—Fabulous Furniture Gallery & Sculpture Garden, 3930 Route 28
www.fabulousfurnitureon28.com, 845.657.6317
CATSKILL—Gallery 384, 384 Main Street, 917.674.6823
	Ongoing- REMOVE THE LANDMARK: works by cannon hersey and
aaron yassin

CATSKILL—Gallery 42, 42 Prospect Ave., 518.943.2642
CATSKILL- Greene County Council on the Arts Gallery, 398 Main St., 518.943.3400,
www.greenearts.org
CATSKILL—M Gallery, 350 Main Street, 518.943.0380, www.mgallery-online.com
Sa & Su 12-5 PM
CATSKILL—The Open Studio, 402 Main Street, www.potatospirit.com
518.943.9531

CATSKILL—Sawdust Dog Gallery, 375 Main Street, 845.532.4404
CATSKILL—Terenchin Fine Art, 462 Main Street, www.terenchin.com
518.943.5312, Mo-Sa 1-6 PM
CATSKILL—Thomas Cole National Historic Site, 218 Spring Street, 518.943.7465
www.thomascole.org
	Through June- REMEMBER THE LADIES: WOMEN ARTISTS OF
	THE HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL group show
CATSKILL—Union Mills Gallery, 361 Main St., 845.510.8081
CATSKILL—Verso Fine Art, 386 Main Street, www.versofinearts.com,
518.947.6367
CHATHAM—Joyce Goldstein Gallery, 16 Main St., www.joycegoldsteingallery.com
518.392.2250
	Through 6/19- PAINTING & SCULPTURE EXHIBIT w/ rica bando,
daniel carello, luis castro and jacqueline skaggs
6/26 through 7/31- DIARY OF A TRESPASSER oil paintings on wood
by MONICA MILLER
	Sa 7/3- Artist’s Reception 3-6 PM
ELLENVILLE—Aroma Thyme Bistro, 165 Canal Street
www.aromathymebistro.com, 845.647.3000
GARDINER—Bruynswick Art Gallery And Studio, 1058 Bruynswick Road
845.255.5693
GARRISON—Garrison Art Center, Garrison’s Landing,
www.garrisonartcenter.org, 845.424.3960, 12-5 PM
(Gallery closed 6/21 through 8/7)
	Through 6/20- LAUREN SCHILLER paintings; C.J. COLLINS paintings
	Through 8/8- CURRENT sculpture exhibition
GOSHEN—Orange County Tourism Executive Suite Gallery, 124 Main St.,
845.615.3860
HIGH FALLS—Kaete Brittin Shaw Functional And Sculptural Porcelain, Rte 213
www.kaetebrittinshaw.com, 845.687.7828
HIGHLAND—Elisa Pritzker Studio At Casa Del Arte, 257 South Riverside Road
www.pritzkerstudio.com, 845.691.5506
HUDSON—Carrie Haddad Gallery, 622 Warren Street
www.carriehaddadgallery.com, 518.828.1915
	Through 7/4- DOTS, LINES & FIGURES w/ jeff briggs, donise english,
ben schecter and michael mcglaughlin

7/8 through 8/8- SHAWN SNOW, DAVID KONIGSBERG, JOSEPH MARESCA
and MONICA MECHLING abstract and figurative paintings, sculpture by
monica mechling

HUDSON—Carrie Haddad Photographs, 318 Warren St.
www.carriehaddadgallery.com, 518.828.1915
	Through 7/11- LEPENDORF & SHIRE: FIELD OF VIEW
HUDSON— Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
	Through 6/29- HOWARD HOPKINS
	Through 6/28- WILLIAM CARBONE
	Through 8/27- STUDENT ART SHOW
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
6/12 through 8/14- LOCAL SELF PORTRAITS
	Sa 6/12- Artists’ Reception 6-8 PM
HUDSON—John Davis Gallery, 362 1/2 Warren Street, www.johndavisgallery.com
518.828.5907, Th-Mo 10 AM-5:30 PM
	Through 6/20- ANDREW DUNNILL sculpture; ROMAN HRAB installation;
JENNIFER MAZZA, JONATHAN PARKER, PHILIP HEILMAN and
MARK TAMBELLA paintings
HUDSON—Limner Gallery, 123 Warren Street, www.limnergallery.com
518.828.2343
6/12 through 7/31- SLOWINSKI COLLECTION: DOGMA; JOHN WOTIPKA:
SURREALISM; TIMOTHY FRENCH: UNFOLDINGS
HUDSON—Posie Kviat Gallery, 437 Warren Street, www.posiekviat.com
518.653.5407
KATONAH—The Katonah Museum of Art, 134 Jay St., 914.232.9555,
www.katonahmuseum.org
KINGSTON—A.I.R. Studio Gallery, 71 O’Neil Street, www.airstudiogallery.com
845.331.2662, We-Sa 9 AM-1 PM
Every 2nd Sa- ACOUSTIC ARTISTS COALITION & ART PARTY 8-11 PM
KINGSTON—Agustsson Gallery, 176 Broadway, 845.331.1388, Tu-Su 10-6 PM
KINGSTON—Arts Society Of Kingston (ASK), 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org
845.338.0331
Through 6/26- “THAT GREAT CANVAS, THE SKY” group show
	Through 6/26- LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL EXHIBITION: RONDOUT VALLEY
KINGSTON—BSP (Backstage Studio Productions), 323 Wall Street
www.bspinfo.net, 845.338.8700, Weekdays 3-8 PM, Fr & Sa 3 PM-12 AM
KINGSTON—Battledore Limited (Art Gallery Devoted To Presenting The Art Of
Maurice Sendak), 600 Broadway, 845.339.4889
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KINGSTON—Cellar Studio And Gallerie, 69 Esopus Avenue, 845.331.6147
KINGSTON—Cornell St. Studios, 168 Cornell Street, 845.331.0191
KINGSTON—Donskoj & Company, 93 Broadway, www.donskoj.com
845.388.8473, Th-Sa11-5 PM
Through 6/26- “WOMEN, CATS, AND DOGS,” paintings by STACIE FLINT
KINGSTON—Duck Pond Gallery (At Esopus Library), 128 Canal Street, Port Ewan
www.esopuslibrary.org, 845.338.5580, Mo, Tu, Th 10 AM-5:30 PM
We 10-8 PM, Fr 10-7 PM, Sa 10-4 PM
KINGSTON—The Fire House Studio, 35 Dunn Street
www.thefirehousestudio.com, 845.331.6469
KINGSTON—FHK (Friends Of Historic Kingston Gallery), corner of
Main/Wall Street, www.fohk.org, 845.339.0720, Sa & Su 1-4 PM
or by appointment
KINGSTON—Gallery At R&F Handmade Paints, 84 Ten Broeck Ave.,
www.rfpaints.com, 1.800.206.8088
KINGSTON—Hudson Valley LGBTQ Community Center, 300 Wall St.
www.lgbtqcenter.org, 845.331.530
KINGSTON—Kingston Museum Of Contemporary Art, 103 Abeel St.
www.kmoca.org
	Through 6/26- GROUP VIDEO PROJECT
	Through 6/26- THE MARK SHOW
7/3 through 7/31- TONA WILSON: FACING THE SYSTEM
KINGSTON—Michael Lalicki Studio, 18 Hone St. 845.339.4280
KINGSTON—Seven 21 Gallery On Broadway, 721 Broadway, 2nd Floor,
845.331.1435, Hours: Mo- Fr 9 AM- 5:30 PM, or by appt.
MIDDLETOWN—SUNY Orange, Harriman Hall, 115 South Street
www.sunyorange.edu, 845.341.4891
	Through 6/13- ESSENCE AND SPIRIT; MIDDLETOWN ART GROUP
	SPRING EXHIBITION
MILLBROOK—Millbrook Gallery and Antiques, 3297 Franklin Ave
www.millbrookgalleryandantiques.com, 914.769.5814
MOUNTAINVILLE- Storm King Art Center, Old Pleasant Hill Rd.,
www.stormking.org, 845.534.3115
	Opening 6/5- 5+5: NEW PERSPECTIVES onsite sculpture exhibit;
	THE VIEW FROM HERE: STORM KING AT FIFTY museum exhibit
NEWBURGH—Ann Street Gallery, 104 Ann Street, www.safe-harbors.org
845.562.6940 Th-Sa 11 AM- 5 PM
	Through 5/29- SENSING SPACE w/ gail biederman, robmat butler, matthew cox,
chad curtis, barron hall, tricia mclaughlin, and leah wolff
NEWBURGH—The Karpeles Manuscript Library Museum
94 Broadway, 845.569.4997 www.karpeles.com
NEW PALTZ—Mark Gruber Gallery, New Paltz Plaza, www.markgrubergallery.com
845.255.1901
NEW PALTZ—New Paltz Cultural Collective, 60 main street, www.60main.org,
845.255.1241
Every Tu- CRAFT NIGHT: bring your project to work on in good company
Every Third Sa- NEW PALTZ THIRD SATURDAY: live music and art show
NEW PALTZ—Samuel Dorksy Museum Of Art At Suny New Paltz, 1 Hawk Dr.
www.newpaltz.edu/museum, 845.257.3844
(Museum closed from 3/13 to 3/21 for spring break)
	Through 7/25- WITHIN AND BEYOND THE PREMISES by
CAROLEE SCHNEEMANN
6/26 through 11/14- HUDSON VALLEY ARTISTS 2010 contemporary art
and praxis

	Sa 6/26- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
	Through 9/26- ANDY WARHOL: PRIVATE AND PUBLIC IN 151
	PHOTOGRAPHS
	Sa 6/26- GALLERY TALK on HUSDON VALLEY ARTISTS 2010
w/ exhibition curator THOMAS COLLINS 4-5 PM
NEW PALTZ—Unframed Artists Gallery, 173 Huguenot Street
www.unframedartistsgallery.com, 845.255.5482
	Through 6/13- FLOWER POWER
NEW PALTZ—Unison Arts, Unison Theater, 68 Mountain Rest Road
www.unisonarts.org, 845.255.1559
Every Th- LIFE DRAWING SESSIONS 7:30 PM
NEW PALTZ—VanBuren Gallery, 215 Main Street, www.vanburengallery.com
845.256.8558
NEW PALTZ—Water Street Market, 10 Main Street, www.waterstreetmarket.com
845.255.1403
Through 6/16- DYLAN T. MCMANUS
6/19 through 7/14- MELANGE photograps by ROBERT CAPOZZI
	Sa 6/19- Opening Reception 4-7 PM

NEW WINDSOR—Wallkill River Gallery (Works Of John Creagh And Pat Morgan)
www.wallkillriverschool.com, 845.689.0613, Mo-Fr 9:30 AM- 6:30 PM
Sa 10 AM- 5 PM
	Through 6/30- WILLIAM B. NOONAN and STEVE BLUMENTHAL
w/ emerging artist PATRICIA PROHACK
	Sa 6/12- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
7/1 through 7/30- MIKE JAROSZKO and LOUISE MCCUTCHEON
w/ emerging artist MONA BIRMINGHAM
	Sa 7/10- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
PAWLING—Gallery On The Green, 3 Memorial Avenue, www.gotgpawling.com
845.855.3900
PEEKSKILL— BeanRunner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com
914.737.1701
PEEKSKILL—Flat Iron Gallery Inc., 105 So Division Street, flatiron.qpg.com
914.734.1894
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, Upper Art Gallery, 1008 Brown Street
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
PEEKSKILL—The Hat Factory, Yamet Arts, Inc., 1000 N. Division Street Suite 4
www.yametonarts.com, 914-737-1646
PEEKSKILL—Hudson Valley Center For Contemporary Art, 1701 Main Street
www.hvcca.com, 914.788.0100
	Through 6/13- CONGRESSIONAL ART COMPETITION
	Through 6/26- DOUBLE DUTCH: an exhibition celebrating the quadricentennial
of the dutch discovery and settlement of the hudson river

	Ongoing- FOLKERT DE JONG: MOUNT MASLOW
	Ongoing- THOMAS HIRSCHHORN: LAUNDRETTE
	Th 6/10- ARTIST TALK w/ SERGE ONNEN 7:30 PM
PHOENICIA—Arts Upstairs, 60 Main Street, 2nd Floor, www.artsupstairs.com
845.688.2142
PHOENICIA—Cabane Studios Fine Art Gallery and Photography Studio,
38 Main Street, cabanestudios.wordpress.com
	Through 6/19- DAVID H. DRAKE
PINE PLAINS—The Chisholm Gallery, 3 Factory Lane, www.chisholmgallery.com
518.398.1246
POUGHKEEPSIE—Arlington Art Gallery, 32 Raymond Avenue
www.arlingtonartgallery.com, 845.702.6280
POUGHKEEPSIE—Barrett Art Center/clayworks/gallery, 485 Main Street
www.barrettartcenter.org, 845.471.2550
Through 6/26- Annual Summer Members Exhibition
	Sa 6/12- 7th Annual Spring Plein Air Paint-Out & Art Auction (@ Hudson 		
Valley Auctioneers, 432 Main St. Beacon) 9 AM- 7:45 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Café Bocca, 14 Mt. Carmel Place
www.cafebocca.net, 845.483.7300
	Through August- MICHAEL POLITO photography exhibit
	Th 7/1- Opening Reception 6:30 PM
	Ongoing- LIQUID EARTH by CRAIG PEYTON
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cunneen-Hackett Arts Center, 9 Vassar St.,
www.cunneen-hackett.org, 845.486.4571
	Through 6/30- PATHS & VISTAS contemporary landscape paintings in
oil and pastel by KARI FEUER
POUGHKEEPSIE—Dutchess Community College, Mildred Washington Art Gallery
53 Pendell Road, www.sunydutchess.edu, 845.431.8916, Mo- Th: 10 AM- 9
PM, Fr: 10 AM- 5 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center At Vassar
124 Raymond Avenue, fllac.vassar.edu, 845.437.7745
Tu,We,Fr,Sa, 10 AM- 5 PM, Th 10 AM- 9 PM, Su 1-5 PM
Every Th- LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS at the fllac 5-9 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—G.A.S. Gallery And Studio, 196 Main Street
www.galleryandstudio.org, 845.486.4592, Fr-Su 12- 6 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Kork, 80 Washington St. Ste 202, 914.844.6515,
korkd.blogspot.com
POUGHKEEPSIE—Locust Grove, 2683 South Rd, www.lgny.org, 845.454.4500
	Through 6/20- GOING HOME oil paintings by ELLEN METZGER O°SHEA
POUGHKEEPSIE—Marist College Art Gallery, 3399 North Road
www.marist.edu/commarts/art/gallery, 845.575.3000, Ext. 2308
POUGHKEEPSIE—Mill Street Loft, 455 Maple Street, www.millstreetloft.org
845.471.7477
	Through 6/12- VOTED MOST LIKELY
6/19 through 7/10- ELIZABETH DAMA THE STUDIO art intallation
and retrospective

	Sa 6/19- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
Sa 6/19- FINAL DAY OF PROJECT ABLE+ PUBLIC MURAL PAINT-OUT,
and ART TAG SALE, all day
POUGHKEEPSIE—Palmer Gallery At Vassar College, 124 Raymond Ave.
palmergallery.vassar.edu, 845.437.5370
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POUGHKEEPSIE—Twisted Soul Restaurant, 47 Raymond Avenue
palmergallery.vassar.edu, 845.454.2770
	Through 6/12- TWISTED PHOTOS @ TWISTED SOUL
6/19 through 8/12- ANN MARSHALL SHOW
RED HOOK— Taste Budd’s Café 40 W Market St. www.tastebudds.com
845.758.6500
RED HOOK—The Arts Center of the Greater Hudson Valley
7392 S Broadway (Route 9), 845.758.8708
RED HOOK—Betsy Jacaruso Studio & Gallery, The Chocolate Factory
98 Elizabeth Street, www.betsyjacarusostudio.com, 845.758.9244
RHINEBECK—Gallery Lodoe, 6400 Montgomery Street, www.gallerylodoe.com
845.876.6331. Open 11-6 PM, except Tu
RHINEBECK—Gazen Gallery, 6423 Montgomery St, www.gazengallery.com
845.876.4278
	Through 6/13- AWAKENING SPRING show
6/18 through 7/11- SCULPTURE CONCEPTS by ANTHONY KRAUSS
	Fr/Sa 6/18- 6/19- Artist’s Reception 4-9 PM
RHINEBECK—Omega Rhinebeck Campus, 150 Lake Dr, www.eomega.org
877.944.2002
RHINEBECK—Wells Fargo Advisors, 6423 Montgomery St,
www.riverwindsgallery.com, 800.477.2505
	Through 7/27- PHOTOGRAPHY NOW group show of barrett’s advanced
photo critique seminar presented by riverwinds

	Sa 6/19- Artist’s Reception 5-7 PM
ROSENDALE—Lifebridge Sanctuary, 333 Mountain Rd., www.lifebridge.org,
845.338.6418
ROSENDALE—Roos Arts, 449 Main Street, www.roosarts.com, 718.755.4726
	Through 6/26- “MARK, PAPER, SCISSORS” featuring works by
jason gubbiotti, travis head, nancy murphy spicer, mia pearlman, adie russell,
erik schoonebeek & tamara zahaykevich
ROSENDALE—The Rosendale Café, 434 Main Street, www.rosendalecafe.com
845.658.9048
ROSENDALE—Women’s Studio Workshop, 722 Binnewater Lane
www.wsworkshop.org, 845.658.9133
7/6 through 8/2 GRETCHEN SCHERMERHORN
SAUGERTIES—Café Mezzaluna Bistro Latino And Gallery,626 Route 212,
845.246.5306
SAUGERTIES—Catskill Gallery, 106 Partition Street, 845.246.5554
SAUGERTIES—Clove Church Studio & Gallery, 209 Fishcreek Rd., 845.246.7504
open noon- 4 PM
SAUGERTIES—Half Moon Studio,18 Market Street, 845.246.9114
SAUGERTIES—Loveland Museum/justin Love Painting Gallery And Studio
4 Churchland Road, www.justinlove.com, 845.246.5520
SAUGERTIES—Muddy Cup/inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore, 65 Partition St.,
845.246.5775
Every Tu- SAUGERTIES ART LAB 3-5 PM
STONE RIDGE—Center for Creation Education, 3588 Main Street,
www.cce-kingston.org, 845.687.8890
STONE RIDGE—The Drawing Room, 3743 Main St.,
www.thedrawingroomonline.com, 845.687.4466
STONE RIDGE—Pearl Arts Gallery, 3572 Main Street, www.pearlartsgallery.com
845.687.0888
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster, Muroff Kotler Gallery, Cottekill Road
www.sunyulster.edu, 845.687.5113
	Through 6/11- FUTURE VOICES V annual exhibition of art produced in
ulster county high schools

pro audio & video production

proaudio&video
p r o d u c t i o n

TIVOLI—Tivoli Artists Co-op And Gallery, 60 Broadway
www.tivoliartistsco-op.com, 845.757.2667, Fr 5-9, Sa 1-9, Su 1-5
	Through 6/27- FEAST YOUR EYES an exhibit all about food
7/2 through 7/30- CIRCUS, CIRCUS! an art show with circus at the heart
WAASAIC- Maxon Mills, 37 Furnace Brook Rd., www.wassaicproject.com
6/26 through 7/25- “BESTIARY” group show
	Sa 6/26- “BESTIARY” preview party 4-8 PM
WEST HURLEY—Soho West Gallery, Route 28 at Wall Street, 845.679.9944
WOODSTOCK—Center For Photography At Woodstock, 59 Tinker Street
www.cpw.org, 845.679.9957
6/12 through 7/19- “THE NEW SKEW”—part one of C.P.W.’s annual
	PHOTOGRAPHY NOW: EITHER/AND juried exhibition featuring ten artists
	Sa 6/12- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
WOODSTOCK—East Village Collective, 8 Old Forge Road, 845.679.2174
WOODSTOCK—Elena Zang Gallery, 3671 Route 212, www.elenazang.com
845.679.5432
WOODSTOCK—Fletcher Gallery, 40 Mill Hill Road, www.fletchergallery.com
845.679.4411, Th-Su 12-6 PM
WOODSTOCK—Forster Gallery And Studio, 72 Rock City Road
www.forsterstudio.com, 845.679.0676
WOODSTOCK—Galerie Bmg /contemporary Photography
12 Tannery Brook Road, www.galeriebmg.com, 845.679.0027
(Open by appointment only through 4/8)
	Through 6/28- BY TWILIGHT by KEITH CARTER
	Fr 6/18- Artist’s Reception 7-8 PM
7/2 through 8/2- FLOATING WORLD by BRIGITTE CORNOCHAN
	Sa 7/10- Artist’s Reception 5-7 PM
WOODSTOCK—Hawthorn Gallery, 34 Elwyn Lane, 845.679.2711
WOODSTOCK—James Cox Gallery At Woodstock, 4666 Route 212
www.jamescoxgallery.com, 845.679.7608
6/20 through 7/19- A SENSE OF TIME AND PLACE by MARY ANNA GOETZ
	Sa 6/20- Opening Reception 4-7 PM
WOODSTOCK—Klienert/James Arts Center, 34 Tinker Street
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079, Fr-Su 12-5 PM
	Through 6/13- NORTH OF NEW YORK the new york school in
the hudson valley and beyond

6/19 through 8/1- MARKINGS: CLAY & INK FROM THE JAPANESE
	TRADITION w/ NORIKO MAEDA calligrapher and JESS SHAPIRO ceramics
	Fr 6/25- ARTIST IN RESIDENCE OPEN STUDIO bring a dish to share 5 PM
WOODSTOCK—Lily Ente Studio,153 Tinker Street, 845.679.6064, 212.924.0784
WOODSTOCK—Lotus Fine Art, 33 Rock City Rd, www.lotuswoodstock.com,
845.679.2303
WOODSTOCK—Sweetheart Gallery, 8 Tannery Brook Road
www.sweetheartgallery.com, 845.679.2622
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
WOODSTOCK—The Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
WOODSTOCK—Varga Gallery, 130 Tinker Street
www.vargagallery.com, 845.679.4005
6/12 through 7/4- Visionary Art Collective Showcase, curated by
Bronson Eden, works by Eden, Lynn Fliegel, and Jon Singer
WOODSTOCK—Willow Art Gallery, 99 Tinker Street,
845.679.5319, Th-Mo 12:30-6 PM
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Artists Association & Museum, 28 Tinker Street
www.woodstockart.org, 845.679.2940
6/12 through 6/18- ARTS FOR ULSTER collaborative exhibition and fundraiser
6/12 through 7/18- ACTIVE MEMBERS SHOW; SMALL WORKS
w/ juror TRICIA CLINE
	Sa 6/12- Opening Reception 4-6 PM
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock School Of Art, 2470 Rte. 212
www.woodstockschoolofart.org, 845.679.2388
6/12 through 8/7- REGIONAL EXHIBITION
	Sa 6/12- Opening Reception 3-5 PM
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ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Richard B. Fisher Center At Bard College, Route 9G,
fishercenter.bard.edu, 845.758.7950, Box Office: 845.758.7900
	Fr 7/9- EVENING CABARET: OUR LADY J 8:30 PM
BEACON—Chill Wine Bar, 173 Main St., 845.765.0885
	Fr 6/11- KIRIAKI BOZAS 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- SWINGING JAZZ SET TRIO 8:30 PM
BEACON—Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street,
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.832.4988
	Sa 6/12- FOURTH ANNUAL 100 SONG MARATHON with local
singer/songwriter PAUL LUKOWIAK 9 AM
	Sa 6/12- THE TRAPPS 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/18- OPEN MIC 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- THE KENNEDY’S w/ JIM COYLE 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- GOSPEL CAFE 8 PM
BEACON- Riverfront Park, www.local845.com
Sa 6/26- first annual BEACON RIVERFEST, featuring THE FLESHTONES, 		
	TRACY BONHAM, and YARN, 2 PM-dusk
BEACON—The Piggy Bank, 448 Main Street, www.local845.com, 845.838.0028
	Th 6/10- PIGGY BANK OUTDOORS w/ BILL KELLY 6 PM
We 6/26- BEACON RIVERFEST w/ THE FLESHTONES,
	TRACY BONHAM and YARN
BETHEL—Bethel Wood Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B,
(at the site of the original 1969 Woodstock Festival)
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
	Fr 6/18- YES and PETER FRAMPTON 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- RINGO STARR AND HIS ALL STARR BAND 8 PM
	Su 6/27- BROOKS & DUNN LAST RODEO w/ GARY ALLAN
and TYLER DICKENSON 7:30 PM
	Sa 7/3- NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 8 PM
	Sa 7/10- THE MOODY BLUES 8 PM
CHATHAM—PS/21 2980 Route 66, www.ps21chatham.org, 518.392.6121
Every Th- THE LISTENING ROOM 8 PM
	Fr 6/18- 7/2- 7/9- SWING DANCE w/ ALAN THOMSON’S
	LITTLE BIG BAND 7:30 PM
	Fr 6/25- SWING DANCE w/ BERKSHIRE BOP SOCIETY 7:30 PM
CORNWALL-ON-HUDSON—2 Alices Coffee Lounge, 311 Hudson St.,
www.2alicescoffee.com
CROTON-ON-HUDSON—Croton Point Park, 1A Croton Point Avenue,
www.clearwater.org/festival/, 845.418.3596
	Sa/Su 6/19, 6/20- CLEARWATER FESTIVAL 2010 7 stages with live music and
performance artists, see website for a complete list all day
ELLENVILLE—Aroma Thyme Bistro, 165 Canal Street,
www.aromathymebistro.com, 845.647.3000
All shows 8-11 PM unless otherwised noted
Every Th- JOHN SIMON and the GREATER ELLENVILLE JAZZ TRIO 7-10 PM
Every 1st Fr- OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 PM
	Sa 6/12- ALYSSA and THE SEPTEMBER DOGS
	Sa 6/19- TULULA
	Sa 6/26- LOWRY HAMNER
FISHKILL—The Keltic House, 1004 Main Street,
www.myspace.com/thekeltichouse, 845.896.1110
Every We- OPEN MIC w/ THROWN TOGETHER 6 PM
GARRISON—Philipstown Depot Theatre, Garrison's Landing,
www.philipstowndepottheatre.org, 845.424.3900
GREAT BARRINGTON, MA—The Mahaiwe Theater, 14 Castle Street,
www.mahaiwe.org, 415.528.0100
	Fr 6/18- BERKSHIRE CHILDREN’S CHORUS 7 PM
	Sa 7/3- DWEEZIL PLAYS ZAPPA tribute concert by frank zappa’s son 8 PM
HIGH FALLS—High Falls Café, Route 213 and Mohonk Road,
www.highfallscafe.com, 845.687.2699
Every 1st & 3rd Tu- BLUES PARTY hosted by BIG JOE FITZ 7 PM
Every Th- ACOUSTIC THURSDAY hosted by Kurt Henry 6 PM
	Sa 6/12- THE SUGARBEES 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- BREAKAWAY 8 PM
	Tu 6/22- PENAMACH 7 PM
	Sa 6/26- BUSH BROTHERS 9 PM
HIGHLAND—Boughton Place Theater, 150 Kisor Rd., www.boughtonplace.org,
845.691.7578
HUDSON— Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
	Su 6/6- THE MOST WONDERFUL MUSIC 2 PM
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street,
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
	Sa 6/26- THE DOWNTOWN ENSEMBLE 8 PM
HUDSON- Time and Space Limited, 434 Columbia St.,
www.timeandspacelimited.org, 518.822.8448

HYDE PARK—Hyde Park Brewing Company, 4076 Albany Post Road,
www.hydeparkbrewing.com, 845.229.8277
Every We- OPEN MIC Blues Jam 8:30 PM
KINGSTON—A.I.R. Studio Gallery, 71 O’Neil Street, www.airstudiogallery.com,
845.331.2662
Every 2nd Sa- ACOUSTIC ARTISTS COALITION & ART PARTY 8-11 PM
KINGSTON—Arts Society Of Kingston (ASK), 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org
845.338.0331
	Fr 7/9- CABARET AT A.S.K., w/ ann osmond, dennis yerry, kimberly kay,
tom cherwin, and ron morehead 8 PM
KINGSTON- Backstage Studio Productions (BSP), 323 Wall St., www.bspinfo.net,
845.338.8700
KINGSTON—The Basement, 744 Broadway, www.myspace.com/thebasement744,
845.340.0744
	Sa 6/11- THREE w/ DEAD UNICORN 8:30 PM
	We 6/16- WHITESTREET w/ CASANOVA FRANKENSTEIN
and THE DISCO BOYS 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/18- JERK MAGNET w/ COUNTESS OF PERSIA
and ASTRONAUTS 8:30 PM
Sa 6/19- THE RICOCHETE w/ FOR THE RECORD 9 PM
	Fr 6/25- SUEDE UNICORN, SNKELCTRNXXX, AD’S
and STAGE SELECT 9 PM
	Sa 6/26- LUCKY TUBB 9 PM
KINGSTON—Keegan Ales, 20 St James Street, www.keeganales.com,
845.331.2739
Every We- Open Mic Night 6:30 PM
Every 2nd Su- THE BIG BANG JAZZ GANG plays the music of MINGUS,
MONK DUKE and more
KINGSTON—Skytop Brewing Company And Steakhouse, 237 Forest Hill Drive,
www.skytop.moonfruit.com, 845.340.4277
Every 1st Sa- The Upstart Blues Allstars 9 PM
Every Tuesday- Stump Trivia! 8 PM
Every Th OPEN JAZZ SESSION 8-11 PM
	Fr 6/11- THE LUSTRE KINGS
	Sa 6/12- FOUR GUYS IN DISGUISE
	Fr 6/18- BREW HAHA COMEDY NIGHT
	Sa 6/19- SOULSVILLE SOCIAL CLUB
	Fr 6/25- THE CHRIS O’LEARY BAND
	Sa 6/26- EXIT 19
KINGSTON—Snapper Magees, 59 North Front Street
www.myspace.com/snappermageeslivemusic, 845.339.3888
All shows start at 10 PM and are 21+
KINGSTON—The Children’s Home of Kingston, 26 Grove Street, 845.331.1448
KINGSTON—Ulster Performing Arts Center, 601 Broadway, www.upac.org,
845.473.5288
	Th 6/17- JEFF BECK: emotion and commotion tour 7:30 PM
MARLBORO- The Falcon, 1348 Rte. 9W, www.liveatthefalcon.com, 845.236.7970
Music starts at 7 PM; Headliner at 8 PM
	Fr 6/11- REBECCA MARTIN
	Sa 6/12- BEN ALLISON BAND
	Fr 6/18- DAVE LIEBMAN
	Sa 6/19- JOE FIEDLER
	Fr 6/25- ALEXIS P. SUTER
	Sa 6/26- CURRERI & SPROULE
	Sa 7/3- AYAKO SHIRASAKI
	Fr 7/9- PARKINGTON SISTERS
	Sa 7/10- BETHANY YARROW
MIDDLETOWN—Corner Stage, 368 East Main Street
www.myspace.com/cornerstage, 845.342.4804
Every We- ACOUSTIC OPEN MIC NIGHT
Every Th, Fr, & Sa- OPEN BLUES JAM w/ The Mike Quick Trio 9 PM
MIDDLETOWN—Paramount Theatre, 17 South Street,
www.middletownparamount.com, 845.346.4195
MIDDLETOWN- The Mansion Series, 14 Wilcox Ave., www.friendsofmusic.net,
845.343.3049
MILLBROOK—La Puerta Azul, 2510 Route 44, www.lapuertaazul.com,
845.677.2985
Every Th- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8:30 PM
Every Sa- brunch performance by ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL’S
	STRING QUARTET 12 PM
	Fr 6/11- REALITY CHECK 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- BERNIE & MIKE 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/18- THE BIG SHOE 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- LICK THE TOAD 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/25- THE DIFFERENTS w/ VITO PETROCCITTO 8 PM
	Sa 6/26- OFF THE HOOK 8 PM
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MILLBROOK—Seany B’s, 3264 Franklin Avenue,
845.677.2282
MILLERTON—Manna Dew, 54 Main Street, 518.789.3570
Every Th- OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 PM
Every Fr- LIVE JAZZ, BLUES, AND FOLK 10 PM
MOUNT KISCO—Aaron Copeland House at Merestead, 455 Byram Lake Rd,
www.coplandhouse.org, 845.788.4659
NEWBURGH—Pamela’s On The Hudson, 1 Park Place,
www.pamelastravelingfeast.com, 845.563.4505
NEWBURGH—The Ritz Theater, 111 Broadway,
www.safeharborsofthehudson.org, 845.563.694
NEWBURGH—Terrace Bar & Lounge, 81 Liberty Street, 845.561.9770
Every Tu- Jazz Jam Session With Marvin Bugalu Smith 7:30- 10 PM
NEW PALTZ—Gomen Kudasai, 215 Main Street, www.gomenkudasai.com
845.255.8811
NEW PALTZ—The Muddy Cup Coffeehouse, 58 Main Street, www.muddycup.com,
845.255.5803
Every Mo- Open Mic Night 7 PM
Every 3rd Th- NAKED SONGWRITERS SERIES
NEW PALTZ—New Paltz Cultural Collective, 60 Main Street, www.60main.org,
845.255.1901
Every Th- OPEN MIC 8 PM Sign ups at 7:30 PM
Every Su- JAZZ JAM 2 PM
Every Third Sa- NEW PALTZ THIRD SATURDAY: live music and art show
NEW PALTZ—SUNY New Paltz, Mckenna Theatre, 1 Hawk Drive
www.newpaltz.edu/theatre, 845.257.3880
	Su 6/20- MACTALLA MOR celtic roots rock 8 PM
NEW PALTZ—Unison Arts Center, 68 Mountain Rest Road, www.unisonarts.org,
845.255.1559
Every Third Su- OPEN MIC NIGHT Hosted By John Denicolo
Every We- AFRICAN DRUM w/ Fode Sissoko and Toby Stover 6 PM
NEW PALTZ—Water Street Market, 10 Main Street, www.waterstreetmarket.com
845.255.1403
Every Th- LIVE MUSIC by local musicians 5 PM
	Th 6/17- RHETT MILLER
	Th 6/24- JOHN STEFFENS
	Th 7/1- SWEET CLEMENTINES
	Th 7/8- GRENADILLAS
OLIVEBRIDGE—Ashokan Center, 477 Beaverkill Road,
www.ashokancenter.org, 845.255.1559
PAWLING—The Towne Crier, 130 Route 22, www.townecrier.com, 845.855.1300
Fr/Sa shows at 8:30 PM, Su 7:30 PM unless otherwise noted
1st And 3rd We- Open Mic Night 7 PM
	Fr 6/11- TONY TRISCHKA w/ TIM ERIKSEN 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- JOE LOUIS WALKER band 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/18- ADRIAN BELEW 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/19- SLOAN WAINWRIGHT BAND w/ SAM MCTAVEY 8:30 PM
	Su 6/20- GUGGENHEIM GROTTO w/ CHARLOTTE KENDRICK 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- WILLIE NILE w/ NEAL GOMBERG 8:30 PM
PEEKSKILL—12 Grapes Music & Wine Bar, 12 North Division Street,
www.12grapes.com, 914.737.6624
Every Su- SINGER SONGWRITER SHOWCASE 6 PM
	Th 6/10- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/11- DAVE FIELDS & BILLY GIBSON 9:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- MISHTI ROY and THE FAME 9:30 PM
	Su 6/13- JON COBERT 6 PM
Mo 6/14- THE WESTCHESTER SWING BAND 8 PM
	Th 6/17- RICH KELLY, DREW BORDEAUX and THE TRACK 8:30 PM
	Fr 6/18- NORBERTO GOLDBERG and THE AMAZONAS 9:30 PM
	Sa 6/19- THE ELLIOT BEAR BAND 9:30 PM
	Fr 6/25- JERRY DUGGER & THE DUGGER BROTHERS 9:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- THE GEOFF HARTWELL BAND 9:30 PM
	Fr 7/2- GEOFF HARTWELL, ANDY ALEDORT and
grammy winner YONRICO SCOTT 9:30 PM
	Sa 7/3- THE GIL PARRIS BAND 9:30 PM
PEEKSKILL— BeanRunner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com,
914.737.1701
Every 2nd & 4th We- LATIN JAZZ w/ SKIN AGAINST METAL 7 PM
	Fr 6/11- GUS WIELAND and BRIAN CONIGLIARO 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- BOB MYER & THE YOUTH QUARTET 7:30 PM
	We 6/16- BILL TOMS and JOHN ALLAIRE 6:30 PM
	Fr 6/18- THE MARK TONELLI GROUP 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/19- NEIL ALEXANDER & NAIL 7:30 PM
	Fr 6/25- JOE GIL & THE TRIO OF TERROR 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- THE ANDY POLAY QUARTET 7:30 PM
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	Fr 7/2- ALEXIS COLE QUARTET 7:30 PM
	Sa 7/3- FRED GILLEN, JR and MATT TURK 7:30 PM
	Fr 7/9- FRED SMITH JAZZ ENSEMBLE 7:30 PM
PEEKSKILL— The Division Street Grill, 26 North Division Street,
www.divisionstreetgrill.com, 914.739.6380
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, 1008 Brown Street,
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
PEEKSKILL—Peekskill Coffee House, 101 S. Division St., www.peekskillcoffee.com,
914.739.1287
POUGHKEEPSIE—Ciboney Cafe, 189 Church St., 845.486.4690
POUGHKEEPSIE- G.A.S. Gallery and Studio, 196 Main St.,
www.galleryandstudio.org, 845.486.4592
	Sa 6/19- “MUSICIANS WHO MAKE ART” with the SONIC LIBERATION
	ORCHESTRA feat. john fay, erik dohlman, eric nugent, michael knoblick,
bucky milam, and studio stu 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Bardavon, 35 Market Street, www.bardavon.org
845.473.2072
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cafe Bocca, 14 Mt Carmel Pl., www.cafebocca.net,
845.483.7300
	Fr 6/11- ERIC HILL 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- MARK TONELLI 7 PM
	Su 6/20- REBEL RED at mt. carmel farmer’s market 12 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Juniors Lounge, 504 Salt Point Turnpike, 845.452.6963,
www.juniorsloungesaltpoint.com
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Chance, 6 Crannell St. www.thechancetheater.com
845.486.0223
	Fr 6/11- RAT RACE CHOIR 8 PM
	Sa 6/12- EVERY AVENUE, WE ARE THE IN CROWD and SING IT LOUD 2 PM
	Th 6/17- EASTON CORBIN, THE LITTLE CREEK BAND
and THE WOODCOCKS 7 PM
	Fr 6/18- HIDENBERG (led zepplin tribute) 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- GWAR w/ DIRGE WITHIN and MOBILE DEATH CAMP 7 PM
	Sa 6/26- S.A.T.O. 8 PM
	We 6/30- forever the sickest kids w/ the scene aesthetic, a cursive memory,
the ready set and phone calls from home 6 PM
	We 7/7- silverstein w/ dance gavin dance, we came as romans,
i set my friends on fire and skyeatsairplane 6 PM
	Th 7/8- ED KOWALCZYK live performing now song with a full band 7 PM
	Fr 7/9- LIMELIGHT (rush tribute) w/ MINDCRIME (queensryche tribute) 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Loft, 6 Crannell St., www.thechancetheater.com,
845.486.0223
	Fr 6/11- a skylit drive w/ from first to last, tides of man
and abandon all ships 6 PM
	Fr 6/25- four oceans below, sanrismaw, euphoric euphonic, seminal stain
and welcome to yesterday 8 PM
	Sa 6/26- killing time, all out war, death threat
and no redeeming social value 4 PM
	Fr 7/9- born to lose, the jukebox romantics, two fisted law
and measured in grey 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Platinum Lounge, 367 Main Street, www.thechancetheater.com
	Fr 6/11- THE BREAKING FOLD w/ LISTEN FOR LIONS
and THE DANCE CANCER 8 PM
	Fr 6/18- MASON BELL PLAYS THE DOORS w/ ESTOBAN RIVERA 8 PM
	Fr 6/25- SEAS OF WAKE 8 PM
	Fr 7/9- the day after yesterday w/ andrew mercer, the chance cancer
and seminal stain 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Skinner Hall Of Music, Vassar College, 124 Raymond Avenue,
music.vassar.edu, 845.437.7319
RED HOOK— Taste Budd’s Café 40 W Market St. www.tastebudds.com,
845.758.6500
Every Sa & Su- LIVE AT TASTE BUDD’S live music
	Sa 6/12- BOB LUSK 2 PM
	Su 6/13- LYDIA WARREN 12 PM
	Sa 6/19- JEN CLAPP 2 PM
	Su 6/20- POOR HOWARD STITH 12 PM
	Sa 6/26- JOE WHYTE 2 PM
	Su 6/27- TOPHER THOMAS 12 PM
	Sa 7/3- JULIAN MILES DAVIS 2 PM
	Su 7/4- HUDSON VALLEY PHILHARMONIC and fireworks 3 PM
	Sa 7/10- CHRIS WILHELM 2 PM

www.ginoswappingers.com
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RHINECLIFF—The Rhinecliff Hotel, 4 Grinnell St., www.therhinecliff.com, 		
845.876.0590
Every Tu- LOCAL MUSICIAN SHOWCASE w/ Karl Allweier 9 PM
Every Sa- LATE LOUNGE AT THE RHINECLIFF 9 PM
Every 1st Su- ERIN HOBSON COMPACT 11:30 AM
Every 2nd Su- WILL SMITH TRIO 11:30 AM
Every 3rd Su- BLUE GARDENIA 11:30 AM
Every 4th Su- VARIOUS ARTISTS 11:30 AM
	Fr 6/11- BLUES NITE w/ BIG JOE FITZ 9 PM
	Su 6/13- AFTERNOON WITH FATHER COEN CELTIC SESSION
	Fr 6/18- BLUES NITE w/ JAY COLLINS BLUES BAND 9 PM
	Fr 6/25- ROCKABILLY NITE w/ LUSTRE KINGS 9 PM
RHINEBECK—Center For The Performing Arts, Route 308,
www.centerforperformingarts.org, 845.876.3080
RHINEBECK—Starr Place Restaurants & Lounge , 6417 Montgomery St.
www.starrplace.com, 845.876.2924
Every 1st Fr- OPEN MIC
Every Th- KARAOKE w/ D.J. TEDESH
ROSENDALE—Market Market, 1 Madeline Lane, www.jentrip.com, 845.658.3164
	Fr 6/11- DB LEONARD and DIET KONG 9 PM
	Sa 6/12- BLUBERRY and JOHNNY SOCIETY 9 PM
	Fr 6/18- NINA VIOLET 9 PM
	Sa 6/19- GABI, CHEVAL SOMBRE, HUSHBUTTON and THE K.C.T. 9 PM
	Fr 6/25- MANPOWER 9 PM
	Sa 6/26- DIRTY DANCE PARTY w/ DJ ALI GRUBER 9 PM
	We 6/30- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8 PM
	Fr 7/2- ORYAN 9 PM
	Sa 7/3- TRIBUTON: a tribute to THE PIXIES 9 PM
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Theatre, 330 Main St., 845.658.8989
ROSENDALE—The Rosendale Café, 434 Main Street, www.rosendalecafe.com
845.658.9048
	Fr 6/11- CHRIS SMITHER 8 PM
	Sa 6/12- JOANNE SHAW TAYLOR 8 PM
	Fr 6/18- BABY GAMPS 8 PM
	Tu 6/22- SINGER-SONGWRITER TUESDAY 8 PM
	Sa 6/26- ROSS RICE’S “VERY SEXY” SET 8 PM
	Fr 7/2- THE PINE LEAF BOYS 8 PM
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Recreation Center, 1055 Route 32,
www.rosendalestreetfestival.com, 845.943.6497
SAUGERTIES—Café Mezzaluna Bistro Latino And Gallery,626 Route 212,
845.246.5306
Every 1st & 3rd Th- OPEN MIC
SAUGERTIES—John Street Jam, 16 John Street, www.johnstjam.net, 845.943.6720
SAUGERTIES—Muddy Cup/inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore, 65 Partition
St., 845.246.5775 All shows 7 PM unless otherwise noted
Every Tu- AFTERNOON WITH BOB LUSK instrumental 12:30 PM
Every Tu- OPEN MIC w/ CHRISSY BUDZINSKI 7 PM
SAUGERTIES—Saugerties Senior Citizen Center, 207 Market St.
(tickets will be sold at the door)
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STONE RIDGE—Center for Creative Education, 3588 Rte. 209, 845.687.4143,
www.cceconcerts.com
STONE RIDGE- Historic Tralee Barn, www.rondoutvalleygrowers.org, 845.657.5701
	Sa 6/19- rondout valley growers association and the rondout valley
business association present the 8TH ANNUAL BARN DANCE & BARBEQUE,
with square dancing featuring MARK REYNOLDS AND COMPANY 4-9 PM
STONE RIDGE—Jack And Luna’s, 3928 Main Street, www.jackandluna.com,
845.687.9794
	Sa 6/19- JAZZ NIGHT @ JACK AND LUNA’S w/ eric person, dave bryant,
don miller and chris bowman 7:30 PM
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster, 491 Cottekill Road, 845.687.5262
TIVOLI—The Black Swan, 66 Broadway, 845.757.3777
WOODSTOCK—Harmony Café at Wok ‘n’ Roll, 52 Mill Hill Rd.,
www.woknrollcafe.com, 845.679.3484
	Fr 5/14- charles lyonheart band, nick martin, rebel red and josh roy brown 9 PM
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
Every Th- BLUEGRASS CLUBHOUSE 8 PM
Every Th- MISS ANGIE’S KARAOKE 10 PM
	Fr 6/18- MARCO BENEVENTO TRIO and CHARLIE HUNTER 9 PM
	Sa 6/19- TERRY ADAMS ROCK AND ROLL QUARTET 9 PM
	Su 6/20- ADRIAN BELEW w/ JOEY EPPARD 8 PM
	Th 6/24- DWEEZIL ZAPPA PLAYS ZAPPA 8 PM
	Sa 6/26- TOSH 1 w/ WE MUST BE 9 PM
	Sa 6/26- BENEFIT CONCERT FOR JAN KOTIK FUND w/ babe the blue ox,
johnny society, the mommyheads and ida 12-3 PM
	Sa 7/3- GRIZZLY ADAMZ 9 PM
	Th 7/8- THE LEE BOYS 8 PM
	Fr 7/9- JAKOB DYLAN and THREE LEGS 9 PM
	Sa 7/10- I SLEPT WITH JOEY RAMONE a tribute event w/ mickey leigh 8 PM
WOODSTOCK—The Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
Every Mo- SPOKEN WORD: poetry, prose, and open mic with vinyl
showcase 9:30PM
	Sa 6/15- ZACH DEPUTY, DB LEONARD 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- TONI BROWN’S, DEADHEAD FAMILY REUNION
w/ ED MUNSON and friends 8 PM
	Sa 7/3- CREATIVE MUSIC STUDIO ORCHESTRA 8 PM
WOODSTOCK—The Kleinert/James Arts Center, 34 Tinker Street
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079
WOODSTOCK—Maverick Concert Hall, Maverick Road
www.maverickconcerts.org, 845.679.8217
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Artists Association & Museum, 28 Tinker Street
www.woodstockart.org, 845.679.2940
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Town Hall, 72 Tinker St.,
www.performingartsofwoodsock.org, 845.679.7900

Save the Date For High Falls Fair Day
July 10th - Check our web site for more
details and events! Make a reservation
for Father's Day June 20th!
Rt. 213 and Mohonk Rd.
High Falls NY 12440

845-687-2699
www.highfallscafe.com
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theatre/cinema listings
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Richard B. Fisher Center, Route 9G
fishercenter.bard.edu, 845.758.7950, Box Office: 845.758.7900
7/8 through 7/10- TRISHA BROWN DANCE COMPANY 8 PM
BEACON—Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries, 199 Main Street
www.riversandestuaries.org, 845.838.1600
BEACON—Dia:Beacon, 3 Beekman Street, www.diabeacon.org
845.440.0100, Th-Mo 11 AM- 6 PM
BEACON—Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.832.4988
BEACON—Howland Public Library, 313 Main St., 845.831.1134,
howland.beacon.lib.ny.us
BETHEL—Bethel Woods Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B
(at the site of the original 1969 Woodstock Festival)
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
CHATHAM—PS/21, 2980 Route 66, www.ps21chatham.org, 518.392.6121
	Sa 6/19- IMPROV CAFÉ 8 PM
	Tu 6/22- cinema: THE GAY DIVORCEE 8:30 PM
	Sa 6/26- IMPROV CAFÉ 8 PM
	Tu 6/29- cinema: A NIGHT AT THE OPERA 8:30 PM
	Sa 7/3- THOSE TWO GUYS 7:30 PM
	Tu 7/6- cinema: FREDRICO FELLINI’S ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL
7/7 through 8/1- OUR TOWN by THORNTON WILDER
CHATHAM—Crandell Theatre, 46-48 Main Street, www.thechathamfilmclub.com,
518.392.3331
ELLENVILLE—Shadowland Theatre, 157 Canal Street
www.shadowlandtheatre.org, 845.647.5511
	Through 6/20- TWO JEWS WALK INTO A WAR… by SETH ROZIN
6/25 through 7/18- GUEST ARTIST by JEFF DANIELS
GARRISON- Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival, Boscobel Restoration, Rte. 9D,
www.hvshakespeare.org, 845.265.7858
Shows daily except Mo. Tu/We/Th 7 PM, Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 6 PM
6/15, 17, 19, 25, 29, 7/2, 8, 11- BOMB-ITTY OF ERRORS
6/16, 20, 23, 7/1, 3, 6, 9- TROLIUS AND CRESSIDA
6/18, 22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 7/4, 7, 10- THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
GARRISON—Philipstown Depot Theatre, Garrison's Landing
www.philipstowndepottheatre.org, 845.424.3900
	Fr 6/18- documentary: THE CATS OF MIRIKITANI 7:30 PM
6/25 through 6/27- AERY THEATRE COMPANY
GREAT BARRINGTON, MA—The Mahaiwe Theater, 14 Castle Street
www.mahaiwe.org, 415.528.0100
	Sa 6/12- a blue hill troupe performance of GILBERT & SULLIVAN’S
	THE GONDOLIERS 8 PM
	Sa 6/26- THE FABULOUS FIFTIES directed by CHARLOTTE KAUFMAN 8 PM
Mo 6/28- live in hd: LONDON ASSURANCE 2 PM
HIGHLAND—Boughton Place Theater, 150 Kisor Rd., www.boughtonplace.org,
845.691.7578
HUDSON— Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
HUDSON—Space 360, 360 Warren St., www.wtdtheater.org, 1.800.838.3006.
Shows are 8 PM, Su 2 PM
HUDSON—Stageworks -the Max and Lillian Katzman Theater
41-A Cross Street, www.stageworkstheater.org, 518.822.9667
6/16 through 7/4- regional premiere: OR, by LIZ DUFFY ADAMS
HUDSON—Time & Space Limited, 434 Columbia Street
www.timeandspace.org, 518.822.8448, check website for times
6/10 through 6/12- WAR & PEACE - THOUGHTS AND NOTES
a mussman/bruce production
	We 6/16- MET OPERA: AIDA 6:30 PM
6/17 through 6/20- cinema: ALICE NEEL
6/17 through 6/26- cinema: THE OATH
6/19 through 7/4- CASINO JACK AND THE UNITED STATES OF MONEY
KINGSTON—ASK Art Center, 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org, 845.338.0331
Every Tu- PLAYWRIGHTS’ LAB 6:30 PM
Every 2nd Sa- FILM SERIES FOR CHILDREN AND GROWN-UPS children’s
matinee 3 PM, film at 7 PM
6/11 through 6/20- THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES w/ JOHANNA TACADENA,
	DANA LOCKHART and LAURIE DICHIARA Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 3 PM
	Sa 6/12- walt disney’s DUMBO 3 PM; STRANGER THAN PARADISE 7 PM
KINGSTON—Backstage Studio Productions (BSP), 323 Wall St.,
www.bspinfo.net, 845.338.8700

KINGSTON—Coach House Players, 12 Augusta Street
www.coachhouseplayers.org, 845.331.2476
7/9 through 7/18- ON GOLDEN POND Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 2 PM
KINGSTON—Seven21 Media Group, 721 Broadway, www.seven21.com,
845.331.0551
KINGSTON—Ulster Performing Arts Center (UPAC), 601 Broadway,
www.upac.org, 845.339.6088
	Sa 6/12- SAUGERTIES BALLET CENTER 2010 dance presentation 2 PM
MIDDLETOWN—SUNY Orange, Harriman Hall, 115 South Street
www.sunyorange.edu, 845.341.4891
	We 6/16- 6/23- 6/20- COMMUNITY IN FOCUS film series 7 PM
NEWBURGH—The Downing Film Center, 19 Front Street
www.downingfilmcenter.com, 845.561.3686, check website for times
Every Su- FILMS WITH FRANK 1 PM
	Through June- THE SECRET IN THEIR EYES
NEW PALTZ—New Paltz Cultural Collective, 60 Main Street, www.60main.org
845.255.1901
NEW PALTZ—SUNY New Paltz, Mckenna Theatre, 1 Hawk Drive
www.newpaltz.edu/theatre, 845.257.3880
NEW PALTZ—Unison Arts Center, Mountain Rest Road, www.unisonarts.org
845.255.1559
	Fr/Sa 6/25- 6/26- MAURITIUS 8 PM
7/8 through 7/18- THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
	WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (ABRIDGED)
NEW PALTZ—Water Street Market, 10 Main Street, www.waterstreetmarket.com
845.255.1403
6/14 through 8/30- CINEMA mondays at dusk; CLASSIC FILM SERIES
saturdays at dusk

Mo 6/14- THE INFORMANT
	Sa 6/21- THE STRAIGHT STORY
Mo 6/28- THE PARTY
	Sa 7/3- TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
Mo 7/5- THE PRINCESS BRIDE
	Sa 7/10- HARVEY
NEW WINDSOR—National Purple Heart Hall of Honor, 374 Temple Hill Road,
www.nysparks.com, 845-561-1765
PEEKSKILL— BeanRunner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com
914.737.1701
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, 1008 Brown Street
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
Sunday shows at 3 PM, all other shows at 8 PM unless otherwise noted
6/11 through 6/13- MOTHER
	We 6/16- classic film series: THE SHINING 7:30 PM
6/17 through 6/25- MID-AUGUST LUNCH
6/20 through 7/3- HANDSOME HARRY
Th 6/10- STEVEN WRIGHT 8 PM
	Sa 6/19- mighty theater company presents SAM SHEPARD’S TRUE WEST 8 PM
PHOENICIA—STS Playhouse, 10 Church Street, www.stsplayhouse.com
845.688.2279
	Fr 6/25- MRS. MINIVER (cinema) 7 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Bardavon, 35 Market Street, www.bardavon.org
845.473.5288, Box Office: 845.473.2072
	Sa 6/22- POUGHKEEPSIE CITY BALLET present EN COULISSE DE DANSE
2 PM, 6:30 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—powerhouse Theater, Vassar College, 124 Raymond Avenue,
www.powerhouse.vassar.edu, 845.437.7319
6/29 through 7/11- We Are There by Tracy Thorne, directed by Sheryl Kaller
Tu, We, Th & Fr, 8 pm, matinee Sa & Su, 2 pm, There will be a post-show 		
discussion on Tu 7/6, and after the matinee on Sa 7/10
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cunneen-hackett Arts Center, 9 & 12 Vassar Street
845.486.4571
POUGHKEEPSIE—Mid Hudson Civic Center, 14 Civic Center Plaza
www.midhudsonciviccenter.com, 845.454.5800
POUGHKEEPSIE—Mill Street Loft, 455 Maple Street, www.millstreetloft.org
845.471.7477. See website for classes and events.
RHINEBECK—Center For The Performing Arts, Route 308
www.centerforperformingarts.org, 845.876.3080
Fr/Sa shows 8 PM, Su 3 PM
	Through 6/20- CINDERELLA Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 3 PM
6/25 through 7/11- THE WIZARD OF OZ
	Sa 7/3- BUBBLE TROUBLE w/ JEFF BOYER 11 AM
	Sa 7/10- THE WISEST MAN IN THE WORLD 8 PM
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RHINEBECK—Cocoon Theatre, 6384 Mill Street (Route 9)
www.cocoontheatre.org, 845.876.6470
RHINEBECK—Oblong Books & Music, 6422 Montgomery St. (Route 9)
www.oblongbooks.com, 518.789.3797
	Th 6/10- book reading: THE SEVEN YEAR BITCH
by JENNIFER BELLE 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/12- book signing: HOT DIGGITY DOG by ELWOOD SMITH 12-2 PM
	Tu 6/15- book reading: OVER THE RAINBOW by JUDY COLLINS 5 PM
	We 6/16- book reading: COOP: A FAMILY, A FARM, AND THE PURSUIT
	OF ONE GOOD EGG by MICHAEL PERRY 7:30 PM
	Sa 6/19- book reading: THE THREE WEISSMANS OF WESTPORT
by CATHLEEN SCHINE 7:30 PM
RHINEBECK—Starr Place, 6417 Montgomery St., starrplace.com, 845.876.2924
RHINEBECK—Upstate Films, 6415 Montgomery Street (Route 9)
www.upstatefilms.org, 845.876.2515. Call for dates and times.
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Theatre, 330 Main St., 845.658.8989
Su 6/13- THE MASTER FORGER: the true story of the world’s greatest
art forger 3 PM
	Sa 6/26- the spontaneous regeneration of DENNY DILLON’S
	IMPROV NATION 8 PM
SAUGERTIES- Muddy Cup/inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore
65 Partition St., 845.246.5775
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster, Quimby Theatre, Cottekill Road (Route 209)
www.sunyulster.edu, 845.687.5000, 800.724.0833
TIVOLI—Kaatsbaan International Dance Center, 120 Broadway,
www.kaatsbaan.org, 845.757.5106
Sa/Su 6/12 & 13- kaatsbaan international dance center presents
MYSTIC IMMORTALS—THE MUSES OF MODERN DANCE
Sa 6/12 7:30 PM, Su 6/13 2:30 PM
WAPPINGERS FALLS—County Players, 2681 West Main Street
www.countyplayers.org, 845.298.1491
WOODSTOCK—Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
Every Mo- SPOKEN WORD open mic with host PHILIP LEVINE 7:30 PM
WOODSTOCK—Overlook United Methodist Church, 233 Tinker St, 845.246.7991
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
	Th 6/10- cinema: RUSH: BEYOND THE LIGHTED STAGE premiere
WOODSTOCK- Upstate Films in Woodstock, 132 Tinker St., upstatefilms.org,
845.679.6608
	Sa 6/26- hudson valley programmers group and woodstock film festival present
the documentary 12TH & DELAWARE, with post-film conversation with
filmmaker RACHEL GRADY 3 PM
(contact woodstockfilmfestival.com for tickets)
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Playhouse, Route 212 and 375
www.woodstockplayhouse.org, 845.679.4101
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Town Hall, 72 Tinker St.,
www.performingartsofwoodsock.org, 845.679.7900
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june/theatre & cinema highlights
Sa/Su 6/12 & 13- Kaatsbaan International Dance Center presents
MYSTIC IMMORTALS—THE MUSES OF MODERN DANCE at
Kaatsbaan Studio Theatre, Tivoli—The internationally renowned
dance performers and historians Dr. Jeanne Bresciani of The Isadora
Duncan International Institute; Jody Sperling of Time Lapse Dance; and
Livia Vanaver of Vanaver Caravan will perform the New York premiere
of Mystic Immortals—The Muses of Modern Dance, with choreography of
Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and Loïe Fuller. In addition, Arlene
Sterne will do the voices of the muses, and a photography exhibit—the
Eternal Muse by Clara von Aich—will be available for viewing. Dr.
Bresciani is the protégée of Maria Theresa Duncan, adopted daughter of
Isadora Duncan, and serves as Artistic Director and Director of Education
for the Isadora Duncan International Institute. She will be performing
Duncan’s choreographies Roses from the South 1910; Ode to Aphrodite 1916;
and Marche Heroique 1916. Kaatsbaan Studio Theatre, 120 Broadway, Tivoli.
thkaats@bestweb.net, 845.757.5106 x2. Sa 6/12 7:30 PM, Su 6/13 2:30 PM

Sa 6/26- Hudson Valley Programmers Group and Woodstock Film
Festival present the documentary 12TH & DELAWARE at Upstate
Films in Woodstock (formerly Tinker St. Cinema), Woodstock—
On an unassuming corner in Fort Pierce, Florida, soldiers stand locked
in passionate battle. On one side of the street is an abortion clinic. On
the other, a pro-life outfit often mistaken for the clinic it seeks to shut
down. Using skillful cinéma vérité observation that allows us to draw our
own conclusions, Rachel Grady and Heidi Ewing, the directors of Jesus
Camp, expose the molten core of America's most intractable conflict. The
pro-life volunteers paint a terrifying portrait of abortion on one side of the
street, while across the street, the staff members at the clinic fear for their
doctors' lives and fiercely protect the right of their clients to choose. Shot
in the same year when abortion provider Dr. George Tiller was murdered
in his church, the film makes these fears palpable. A conversation with
filmmaker Rachel Grady follows. Upstate Films in Woodstock, 132 Tinker
St., Woodstock, upstatefilms.org, 845.679.6608. Get tickets through
hvpg.org or woodstockfilmfestival.com. 3 PM

Sa 6/26- Rosendale Theatre Collective presents DENNY DILLON &
IMPROV NATION, improvisational sketch comedy at the Rosendale
Theatre, Rosendale—Those in the theatrical know up in these parts
have long been aware of Actors & Writers, a loose confederation of
enormously creative folks who have yearly performed during the pleasant

Along the sidewalks of Mt. Carmel Place, a block from Poughkeepsie
Train Station & Walkway Over The Hudson

seasons at the Odd Fellows Theatre in Olivebridge. With the arrival of the
Rosendale Theatre Collective, Actors & Writers have found a new yearround home for productions, and to celebrate are bringing an evening of
comedy to town. Tony-nominated actress and Saturday Night Live alumni
Denny Dillon has assembled this talented group—Mikhail Horowitz,

May-October

David Smilow, Nicole Quinn, Davis Hall, Jason Downs, Sophia Raab
Downs, and Lori Wilner—to help make the spontaneous funny…with
not a script in sight! The name of the show: Spontaneous Regeneration
of Improv Nation. Fans of shows like Whose Line Is It Anyway? should
circle the date. Rosendale Theatre, 408 Main St., Rosendale,

venders wanted contact
Erik Morabito 845.483.7300
info@cafebocca.net

rosendaletheatre.org, 845.658.8989. 8 PM
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Sa 6/12- BLUEBERRY and JOHNNY SOCIETY at Market Market,
Rosendale—The little rockin’ joint on Rte. 32 has been keeping good
musicians busy, booking cool local stuff plus some young NYC groups
looking to get a little break from the city grind—even recently getting
some ink in the New York Times. This month is no exception, and we get
a rare treat: Saugerties-based Blueberry—a.k.a. Gwen Snyder—has
been recently on “maternity leave.” But she’s also been working on her
newest CD (Tempest In a Teacup), and will hopefully debut tunes from
it as well as her stellar funky pop gem Organika, previously reviewed in
Roll. Johnny Society is a band with Snyder, her husband Kenny Siegal
(see Roll review of his recent Eleccentricity), and Brian Geltner, playing
what could possibly be called intelligent psychedelic pop, garnering rave
reviews from the New York Times, Village Voice, and Rolling Stone. (Really
good bi-bim-bop here too.) Market Market, 1 Madeline Lane, Rosendale,
www.jentrip.com, 845.658.3164. 8 PM

Fr 6/18, Su 6/20- ADRIAN BELEW solo “Painting With Guitars”
tour at The Towne Crier, Pawling (6/18) and Bearsville Theater,
Woodstock (6/20)—Guitar wizard/songwriter extraordinaire Adrian
Belew is hitting both sides of the Hudson on this quick one-man run
through the Northeast. Ah, and who is Adrian Belew, you might ask, and
what is he to me? You might indeed. Let’s see, in the 70s and 80s he toured
and recorded with Frank Zappa, David Bowie, Talking Heads, Laurie
Anderson, and co-wrote the big hit “Genius Of Love” with the Tom Tom
Club. Then, a long time off-and-on collaboration and conversation with
Robert Fripp and Co. in various incarnations of King Crimson. A fistful
of extraordinary solo records, straddling his love of Beatle-esque pop and
guitar sonic exploration, the beloved Cincinnati-based quartet The Bears,
numerous side projects with Trent Reznor, Tori Amos, William Shatner
(!). Most recently he’s been touring a new CD by his Power Trio, which
includes the dynamic young brother-sister rhythm section of Julie and Eric
Slick. Belew’s solo tours are very personal affairs, it’s fun to watch the
magician work, and he’s a truly gifted singer to boot. Plus, he’s the most
personable and approachable guy in rock, he’ll probably be at the door
saying good night and thanks to each and every one of you. The Towne
Crier, 130 Rte. 22, Pawling, www.townecrier.com, 845.855.1300 (Fr 6/18);
Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker St. (Rte. 212), Bearsville/Woodstock,
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406. 8:30 PM (Towne Crier), 8 PM
(Bearsville, w/ Joey Eppard)

Sa 6/19- Unison Arts Center presents MACTALLA MOR at
McKenna Theater, SUNY New Paltz, New Paltz—From the website:
“MacTalla Mor features the Great Highland bagpipes, piano, vocals and
bodhran in a dynamic mix of traditional Celtic roots, rock, jazz, hip hop,
calypso and fusion. MacTalla’s ancient and modern instruments—along
with their Gaelic and original songs—brings the past to life creating a
joyous, poignant and powerful experience for audiences of all ages called
‘Celtic Music for the Masses.’” Judging from the YouTube video, they are
quite capable of covering that aforementioned wide array of genres, with
a youthful spark and swagger as well. But I’m a-warnin ya: you best have
a love for the bagpipes. Cause they’ve got ‘em….front and center. And the
kilt-clad (naturally) guy can play the haggis out of them. Plus, they have a
magician. McKenna Theater, SUNY New Paltz, 1 Hawk Dr., New Paltz,
www.unison.org, 845.255.1559. 8 PM

Sa 6/19- A ROCK ‘N’ ROLL BENEFIT SHOW for WGXC Community
Radio, with THE WEIGHT, HAPPY BIRTHDAY, and J. P. HARRIS
AND THE TOUGH CHOICES at Club Helsinki, Hudson—Fundraisers
continue apace for community radio station WGXC, which soon hopes to
be broadcasting to Greene and Columbia counties at 90.7 on your FM dial.
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If you’ve ever wonder what the heck “community radio” means, well,
imagine a spot on the dial where people can participate with the medium,
where you’re not bombarded by advertising, where real people play real
music, and have serious—sometimes even funny—discussions on the air
about issues that affect the community. Sounds nice, doesn’t it? If you
think so, this is a nice way to help the cause: three bands to rock the new
Club Helsinki in Hudson. Brooklyn-based The Weight wears their love
for the Southern sound on their sleeve, playing “alt-country executed by
post-punk kids,” rough and salty like a fine jerky. Sub Pop-signed Happy
Birthday wears the title of “poppy sour-bubblegum” nicely, with quirky
helium hooks over innocent homemade grooves. And J. P. Harris and
the Tough Choices? From the website: they play “old-fashioned Honky
Tonk. Period. If you wanna two-step, if you wanna cry in your drink, or
if you just like scruffy young fellas in Wranglers, find them in a low-lit
roadhouse near you.” Club Helsinki, 405 Columbia St., Hudson, wgxc.
org, helsinkihudson.com, 518.828.4800. 9 PM

Sa/Su 6/19 & 20- CLEARWATER’S GREAT HUDSON RIVER
REVIVAL 2010, at Croton Point Park, Croton-on-Hudson—Yes, it is
indeed that time of year again—during a year that has made the importance
of good stewardship of our waters very clear indeed. Time again for the
Great Hudson River Festival, the proceeds of which go directly toward
supporting Hudson River Sloop Clearwater’s environmental research,
education and advocacy efforts to help preserve and protect the Hudson
River and its tributaries, as well as communities in the river valley. The
festival features seven stages with superb storytellers and family-oriented
entertainers, the Green Living Expo, the Working Waterfront with small
boat exhibits and rides, environmental education displays and exhibits,
and the Circle of Song where audience participation is the focus. Ever sang
along with Pete Seeger? Here’s your chance….

11:10 AM	 Amy Hersh
12 PM	
Jay Mankita
12:50 PM	Nancy Tucker
1:40 PM	Uncle Rock
2:30 PM	 Sarah Lee Guthrie & Johnny Irion
3:20 PM	Linda Richards
4:10 PM	 Kim & Reggie Harris
5 PM	David Amram
5:50 PM	Dog On Fleas

SUNDAY JUNE 20
RAINBOW STAGE

11 AM	The Lee Boys
12:20 PM	Hazmat Modine
1:45 PM	Donna the Buffalo
3:25 PM	 Joan Osborne
5:05 PM	 Shawn Colvin
6:45 PM	David Bromberg Quartet

HUDSON STAGE

11 AM	Dala
12:20 PM	 Angel Band
1:45 PM	Dan Bern
3:15 PM	Lucy Kaplansky
4:45 PM	 Jonatha Brooke
6:15 PM	Rhett Miller

WORLD DANCE STAGE

11 AM	
Bonga & the Vodou Drums of Haiti
12 PM	
Arm-of-the-Sea Theater
12:55 PM	C. J. Chenier & the Red Hot Louisiana Band
2:30 PM	Nightingale
4:05 PM	Eileen Ivers
5:30 PM	The Subdudes
7 PM	Folklore Urbano

FAMILY STAGE

11 AM	Dan Einbender
11:50 AM	 Jay Mankita
12:45 AM	Grenadilla
1:40 PM	Elizabeth Mitchell & You Are My Flower
2:30 PM	Nancy Tucker
3:15 PM	Roger the Jester
4 PM	Pete Seeger & Tomorrow’s Children
4:50 PM	 Kim & Reggie Harris
5:40 PM	Dog On Fleas

Listed below are schedules for four of the seven stages; we
apologize for not having room for everything! (Please visit
www.clearwater.org/festival for further details.)

SATURDAY, JUNE 19
RAINBOW STAGE

11 AM	Pete Seeger & the Power of Song
12 PM	Toshi Reagon & Friends
1:30 PM	The Felice Brothers
3 PM	
Keller Williams (loopless acoustic)
4:30 PM	Railroad Earth
6:45 PM	 Steve Earle

Sa 6/26- Local 845 and Beacon Arts Community Association
(BACA) present the Inaugural BEACON RIVERFEST, featuring
THE FLESHTONES, TRACY BONHAM, and YARN, free concert
at Riverfront Park, Beacon—Operating somewhat under the radar, it

HUDSON STAGE

10:30 AM	Walkabout Clearwater Chorus
11 AM	
Sarah Lee Guthrie & Johnny Irion
12 PM	
Sara Watkins (of Nickel Creek)
1:15 PM	David Amram Trio
2:30 PM	Tao Seeger Band
4 PM	Mike Doughty
5:30 PM	 Steve Forbert
7 PM	Milton

WORLD DANCE STAGE

FAMILY STAGE

11 AM	
Kakande
12:25 PM	 Slavic Soul Party
1:30 PM	 Arm-of-the-Sea Theatre
2:30 PM	Le Vent Du Nord
4:05 PM	 Jay, Molly, & Peter
5:40 PM	 Buckwheat Zydeco
7:30 PM	 Brother Joscephus & the Love Revival Revolution
	Orchestra

turns out that Beacon has been steadily developing a music scene, thanks
to Stephen Clair’s Local 845, an organization which has brought nearly
100 musical artists from all over the U.S. to this historic Hudson River
town, ranging in style from folk, jazz, swing, rock, urban, and electronic.
The Howland Cultural Center has been often the go-to venue, as has
been the Piggy Bank. A series of fundraisers with BACA and the City of
Beacon over the last years has resulted in this inaugural Beacon Riverfest,
featuring three very different bands. Mid-70s Queens-based garage band
The Fleshtones made their bones at CBGB’s and Max’s Kansas City,
achieving a cult status that never quite took off in the mainstream, but
insured legendary status. Grammy-nominated violin-rocker Tracy
Bonham had a hit with “Mother, Mother” in1996, and she has since
continued an interesting career, notably recording and touring with…
Blue Man Group? Brooklyn-born Yarn has a rootsy Americana feel that
seems at home with modern jamband music, but also has an unexpected
maturity of soul. A solid line-up for the first of hopefully many Riverfests.
Riverside Park, Beacon, www.local845.com. 2 PM to dusk.
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joanne shaw taylor—
White Sugar

powerfully languid vocals are not entirely unlike the
latter. Indeed, fans of either artist or any other artist
of the past 20 years who straddled the line between
commercialism and traditional blues.

(Ruf Records)

Despite often being lumped into a single category,
the blues means something different to everyone.
In the case of Joanne Shaw Taylor, the blues is a
dirty guitar and a smooth voice.
Whether it’s a pun or a well-earned nickname, White Sugar is a silly name
for an album, especially with Taylor’s blonde hair and light complexion
peering out from behind it on the CD cover. But look past the corniness
and there’s something deeper at play.
In a genre that leans heavily in one gender direction, it’s too easy to
compare Taylor to someone like Bonnie Raitt or even Melissa Etheridge,
though her fluid guitar mastery certainly echoes the former and her

If long, shuffling instrumental breaks with stunning
guitar licks are your cup of tea, you could do a whole lot
worse than songs like the album’s title track or “Blackest
Day,” which closes out the album. Conversely, if you like hearing a voice
alongside your guitars, the heartbreak found in “Just Another Word” is
as perfect a hybrid as you’re likely to hear this year or any other.
Taylor’s website and CD booklet play up the girl next door with a guitar
angle like a gimmick, which is something of a shame. Anyone able to
look past that will find a serious artist worth exploring. White Sugar may
seem sweet on the surface, but it’ll leave you with a deep toothache you
won’t want to be rid of any time soon. —Crispin Kott
Joanne Shaw Taylor appears Saturday June 12 at the Rosendale Café, Rosendale
www.joanneshawtaylor.com

mark donato—
a history of the boys and girls
(Lorenzo and Betty Music/Rag and Bone Shop)

Mark Donato’s latest album, the charmingly quaint A History of the
Boys and Girls, draws its title from an unfinished work by the late
poet and author Delmore Schwartz, who in his lifetime influenced
everyone from Saul Bellow to Robert Lowell to Lou Reed. It’s
worth noting the disparate group of names in an effort to draw a
parallel between the disparate sounds on this utterly wonderful
collection of songs.
13 may be universally accepted as an unlucky number, but it’s right on
the money for Donato, whose shaky voice serves as a strength rather
than a weakness. Glorious harmonies abound, and it’s there where the
most solid comparison reveals itself: Donato sounds kind of like George
Harrison, only the Shy Beatle would have killed for catchy numbers like
“Same Old Fall From Grace,” especially after the smashing success of his
solo debut.

the hudson river
Ramblers—
once upon the hudson
(Berger Platters)

Creating an album that’s part music and part
audiobook can’t be an easy undertaking, especially when the subject is
the history of the Hudson River. Released last year to commemorate the
Quadricentennial celebration of Henry Hudson’s historic voyage, Once
Upon the Hudson successfully carries the listener back in time to get a
sense of what it might have been like 400 years ago in the region which
we call home.
The Hudson River Ramblers are duo, Rich Bala, folksinger, and
Jonathan Kruk, storyteller. They’re joined on the album by fellow
musicians who offer both musical and voice accompaniment, but
this is really Bala and Kruk’s vision, one which they’ve utilized to
widespread delight at events and schools for years.

There are certainly Beatle undertones
throughout, though Donato’s music is a
sponge that’s picked up classic influences
from the history of pop music. Recently
deceased Alex Chilton can be heard, as can
a bit of Tom Petty and Roger McGuinn.
And lest it all seem slightly rockist, there’s
also a bit of Caribbean rhythms here and
there, as well.

Once Upon the Hudson utilizes real life characters such as Hudson,
Robert Fulton, Captain Kidd and the native peoples of the region in
telling its story, as well as music both of and akin to the music of the
era. It’s tall tales told in an engaging, often humorous way, and it all
happened in your own backyard.

The album does sag slightly midway through, with a grating vocal line
near the end of “My Decision to Medicate” followed by “Parked on a
Hill,” which only delivers on its strong chorus. Fortunately, the title
track ambles in with a rhythm pulled straight from steps on a city street.
Closing out the proceedings is “This is Where I Live,” a punchy and
bright coda to a strong collection by a wonderful artist completely at
home in his own skin. —Crispin Kott

The album might take some getting used to, especially hearing
the language as it was way back when. And the story, if you’re
not paying attention, might be difficult to keep up with. But it’s a
journey well worth taking, whether you’re an avid historian, a novice
Hudson River fan or even someone who just loves a good adventure.

www.markdonato.com

www.richbala.com/RiverRamblers.htm

— Crispin Kott
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roll back
AC/DC—Backtracks
(Columbia/Albert Productions)

Judas Priest—
British Steel: 30th Anniversary
Edition
(Columbia/Legacy Recordings)

Yeah, the Rolling Stones can still crank out a decent
tune if and when they deign to try, but by this point
they’re obviously far beyond feeling much need to prove
themselves. So of the very few comparably long-running
acts out there, the greatest pure rock ’n’ roll band on the
airwaves today has gotta be AC/DC. Okay, so the barrelchested Oz-rockers are about as predictable as the sunrise.
And, sure, they’ve got a couple of clunker LPs in their
catalog (see 1985’s Fly on the Wall). But across the arc of
their nearly 40 years they’ve known enough to not fix what
ain’t broke. Thus, no questionable reggae or disco forays.
No glossy, embarrassing cocaine/supermodel-friendly
dance mixes. No nauseatingly dull MOR attempts. Just
solid, monolithic, cliff-faced, balls-to-the-friggin’-concrete wall rawk,
with no-BS delivery and hooks the size of Oklahoma. Which, in these
frightfully uncertain times, is at least one great thing music lovers can
count on. So, then, all hail Angus and the boys: We, the fans, salute you.
And fans will revel in Backtracks, a compendium of rarities and videos
plucked from all phases of the band’s career, that’s available in standard
and deluxe versions. For serious fanatics, the high-end deluxe package
is the motherlode: three CDs of scarce live and studio tracks, two
DVDs (“secret” 2003 club show in Germany; “Family Jewels Disc 3” of
promo videos), a vinyl LP of studio outtakes, a coffee-table book, band
memorabilia facsimiles, and lithograph prints. Plus the whole thing comes
housed in—get this—an actual working guitar amplifier. Ya gotta wonder
who dreams this stuff up. Taking things down a few notches, the standard
box comprises two CDs of rare tracks, the “Family Jewels Disc 3” DVD,
and a 35-page color booklet packed with unseen images but sadly devoid
of liner notes (admittedly, though, the target audience probably doesn’t
read much). Highlights are, of course, the tracks with much-missed front
man Bon Scott: early, mega-raw in-concert versions of “Live Wire” and
“Shot Down in Flames” that remind listeners that although the group has
long been lumped into the heavy metal scene, at first AC/DC was taken
for a punk band—indeed, its snotty, unpretentious attitude and down ’n’
dirty attack fit much better alongside the Dictators or Ramones than the
bigger-selling “heavy” acts of the late ’70s.
Judas Priest, conversely, has pretty much come to define heavy metal, well
beyond the point of cliché. 1980’s British Steel was Priest’s commercial
breakthrough, going Top Five in the U.K. and Top Forty in the U.S.
thanks to the eternal stoner-party anthems “Living After Midnight”
and “Breaking the Law.” Admittedly, as embarrassingly dumb as those
two hits are, for some—not this writer, of course (ahem)—when the
mood is just right they sound pretty goddamn good blaring out of the car

speakers. And so do the other fist-pumping rockers like “Rapid Fire” or
“Grinder” (though the latter’s inane lyrics never fail to generate a laugh).
On the other hand, some cuts are simply too cheesy to stomach: Check
the annoying soccer chant “United” or the ultra-moronic “Metal Gods.”
Yet for all its inconsistencies British Steel remains a genre benchmark,
and despite its remedial-school liner notes, most diehards will want this
double-disc reissue. The set adds two bonus tracks to the remastered
album, along with a performance/interview DVD; a deluxe three-disc
version also includes a live CD.—Peter Aaron
www.legacyrecordings.com
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roll—dollars & sense

Broker or Advisor—What's the Difference?

By Beth Jones, RLP®

and how you are going to make the best use of it.
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independent advisers actually focus on the middle market with
for fair dealing rests solely on the shoulders of the adviser. After more
minimums as low as $100,000, and may work on an hourly or flat rate
than 60 years of financial markets' evolution, though, these services
Beth Jones, RLP® is a Registered Life Planner and independent Financial Consultant with Third Eye Associates, Ltd, a Registered Investment
basis for financial planning.
have effectively merged. Investors do not distinguish between brokers
Adviser located at 38 Spring Lake Road in Red Hook, NY. She can be reached at 845-752-2216 or www.thirdeyeassociates.com and is
and advisers. In fact, a 2007 RAND Corp. report commissioned by
an affiliated Sudden Money® Advisor. Securities offered through Commonwealth Financial Network, Member FINRA/SIPC.
the SEC found that individual investors generally do not understand,
Time will tell if the fiduciary standard becomes the rule for brokers
appreciate or care about such legal distinctions. As FINRA CEO
with the new financial regulation. Obviously, I feel strongly about the
Richard Ketchum has stated, “Maintaining two different standards is
fiduciary standard of care, and you must determine who you trust to
simply untenable in this world.”
work with you in creating and monitoring your financial plan. This
really goes far beyond which products are in your portfolio. You want
a trusted adviser who understands your life.
While some brokers at the big firms may have access to all kinds
of products, they may feel pressured to sell you one of their firm’s
Beth Jones, RLP® is a Registered Life Planner and independent Financial
products. Many registered investment advisers started at brokerage
Consultant with Third Eye Associates, Ltd, a Registered Investment Adviser
firms, and many left because of these sales quota pressures.
located at 38 Spring Lake Road in Red Hook, NY. She offers securities through
Commonwealth Financial Network, Member FINRA/SIPC, and can be
The independent investment advisers (full disclosure–the author is
reached at 845-752-2216 or www.thirdeyeassociates.com.
an independent adviser) proudly promote their independence and
lack of conflicts. If their clients feel that the fiduciary responsibility
was not met, they have legal recourse through the state courts. Many
independent advisers build relationships with third party vendors who
help provide the infrastructure required to service clients.
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why not tube the esopus?

10 bridge street
phoenicia, new york
Memorial Day weekend
to september 30th

(845) 688-5553
save 10% with this aD

www. towntinker.com

Alans Affordable Computers & Repairs
expert computer service - wherever you need it!

Give your Graduate something
they can really use!...Let Alan’s Computers help

you get the best deal on a computer for your graduate.
We will beat anyone’s prices on Macs or PCs, and we
will give you a one year warranty. You’ll be #1 with your
graduate with a computer from Alan’s Computers.

Come visit us at our new location in the
Stone Ridge shopping plaza.
When you bring your Mac to our store for repairs or
upgrades, you are getting a certified Mac tech to work on it.
Coming soon—Alan’s Affordable Computer Classes

Brand new MacBooks under $1000, refurbished IBM ThInkpads under $300, Brand new
MacBook pros under $1,900, new coMpuTers wITh wIndows 7 under $600, monitors from
$79 to $300, desktops, IMacs as low as $1099—pick the one that’s right for you
and get an hour lesson free!

JUNE iS A SUpER SAlE MoNth!

AlAn MArker/owner
3835 main street/rte. 209 | stone ridge ny 12484 | 845.687.9505 | amarker@hvc.rr.com
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frack me not,
the “eco-art” of

Christy Rupp

Compulsory Integration

by Ross Rice
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brinkiness

Christy Rupp is one of those “eco-artists” you’ve been hearing about.
And she’s saying the things you know you need to hear, things that
especially resonate now, as we are enduring repeated ecological disasters
in search of fossil-fuel energy, apparently willingly trading away natural
environments and fresh water to do so.

P

ainting, photography, and collage are her weapons of
choice, and she has no shortage of dragons to slay. As she
says, “The collage has always been a favorite medium
of mine, because I think it’s inherently amnesiac, you
forget what’s under it. And that’s so much about our land policy in
America. I grew up around Love Canal, and all of this stuff was: don’t
think about it, don’t talk about it, don’t make any waves, it’ll be OK.
Until you get sick and die.”

Do you think this (your art) is more of a need for you to express something, or a
need for other people to understand something?
“Well, that’s a good question. I think that one of the things that I can do is
teach people stuff visually, that we are a visual culture. I’ve always been
interested in science, and thought that art and science are an important
combination; they used to be taught together, thought of as one thing.
So in the sense that I want people to learn or be aware of things, want to

expose things…to that extent, I guess I need to do it.”

So is it both?
“I like having a dialogue, it’s not just a one-way conversation.”

A later work apparently required you to become your own corporation, complete
with logo. Can you please explain?
“This all started with an interest in bio-piracy, and how companies would
go to the rainforest, find a plant, come back to Washington and patent it
as a drug, which then made it illegal for native communities to market
the stuff. This all came with the concept of Monsanto owning life forms
and patenting them, this whole idea that you could control life.”
“Just as kind of a spoof, I decided I would declare the indigenous textiles
of Guatemala my personal property…I discovered them! The idea was
that because I had discovered them I could claim them, and put logos on
them. In so doing, I was making myself a corporation. So I was operating
like a one-celled organism, with no acknowledgement that I’m part of a
system, just kind of grabbing as much as I could”
One design became the “hand-wringing dish towel,” with the Bush-era
color-coded terrorism alert levels sewn into the fabric. “I made a bunch
of these, I collected them there, did my logos, wore my own brands like
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l-r; no way home, the edge, void on a limb, hello sapians

Me First©, or Benefit Package Obliteration©. There were all kinds of
funny names we had…”
“I wanted to declare myself as ‘not a human’ partly out of embarrassment,
but partly in solidarity with people… like the idea that if you’re too
poor to buy things then you’re not part of some global picture.”

Have you gotten irate responses from any of these works?
“You know, people don’t really get conceptual art all that much.
And—not that I understand economics—I think that economics is such
a fabulous subject to look at as an artist, and to kind of try to explain.
Because it is a science, and its got
an answer for everything. Rarely
does any profession always have an
answer for everything.”

clockwise, l-r;
california condor,
carolina parakeets,
zero balance frog

What inspired the “Made In U.S.A./Made in China” pieces?
“Well, I was thinking a lot about: what do we produce in this country?
Where do we get everything? I got interested in all these invisible
workers that make things. And that we’re never really supposed to think
about the whole picture of where our goods come from. Noting that
everything’s made in China, from eyeglasses to brooms to…families, in
some cases, imported from China. So, what are we making? And the only
thing I could think of was that our main export product is war.”
“So then I was thinking: OK, I’ll redesign our flag as though we were
making flags for the new Middle East that we were going to write
our initials all over. And I was noting that in a lot of Islamic flags and
design there’s tons of stars and stripes, like our flag. So I got interested in
rearranging, doing things in diagonals, changing the fields of color.”
“The idea was that we are remaking the Middle East in our
own image, and that we’re really not exporting anything but
war, and importing everything else.”

clockwise, l- r;
embedded, fray, planetary
policeman, stakeholders,
war for water, sideways stars,
master plan

If you don’t mind my asking, how does this work for you
commercially? Are you able to sell enough to keep doing this?
“Well, it’s always a struggle, especially with sculpture…it’s
really hard. I have taught for years in the CUNY system, sort
of recently retired. But I’ve always pretty much had a job.”

Because, I pretty much get the impression
you’re not doing this for the money. Not
much corporate sponsorship available
here…
(Laughs) “I had to become my own
corporation to get sponsorship!”
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“I’ve always really believed in working very labor-intensively (with)
pretty much hand-made stuff, and keeping the overhead down. At some
point you realize that you will make more sculpture than the world will
ever be able to absorb, and the one thing you actually could do to slow
up that pipeline is think more, you know, and really be mindful about
what you make.”
“And now I just really love the research process, and I’m really
comfortable with things taking a long time to make them. I’ve never
really thought selling the work was the way to make the work.”

“Vanishing Bird Collages” in 2008 are a favorite, visually very beautifully
rendered…..
“Thanks! I tried, based on field accounts, to make everything exactly the
right size.”
“(Featured vanishing birds) Parakeets are very social species that would
migrate together, settle in a farmers field at night, eat the corn and the
grains. So they’d get them with shot pellets. And most birds would leave
when they heard the bang sound. But these were so social that they’d
flutter around because they would see their flock-mates injured. So they
could wipe out a whole flock of them very easily, in a short amount of
time. Which is why as a migratory species they were very vulnerable.”
“A lot of animals don’t have this choice that we have, particularly like
this spill in the Gulf. They were saying that the fish were leaving the
area, but that could be some corporate speak, because (living) things tend
to stay where their communities are. They know that whales will swim
right through an oil spill if it’s on their way where they need to go.”

The “Extinct Birds Previously Consumed By Humans” exhibit—which
recreates skeletons of extinct birds—uses mixed media and includes actual fastfood chicken bones. Please tell us about this, and if you don’t mind my asking, as
you don’t seem to be a typical KFC consumer: how did you get the bones?
“Well, a lot of them came from Delaware County, just going to barbeques
in the summer, they were all over the place, for the firemen or rescue
squad. I kept them in the freezer until I had a lot of them, then I’d boil
them for quite awhile, bleach and dry them, by oven and air dry.”
“Of course, for the big birds I needed more bones, so I found a source
in Chinatown where you could just buy bones for soup. I started buying

them by the pound there. What I did find early in the process was my
guidebook, a kid’s book that was really popular: ‘Make Your Own
Dinosaur Out Of Chicken Bones’...it shows you step by step how you can
do the whole process with household items like Elmer’s Glue, etc….”

How did you capture the extinct species shapes? Is there some imagination and
improvisation involved?
“I did my best. First, I started at the Museum of Natural History, and
looked at bird skeletons that were available. That was really helpful with
the dodo, there was one that’s out in the collection, I photographed that
a lot. So wherever I could I would try to see the articulated skeleton of
a bird.”
“The way chickens—and even turkeys—are grown, it’s not really fast
food, it’s fast-raised food. Their bones are so soft, they have (little)
structure to them. It’s kind of like gluing chalk together, you really need
an extra layer of archival paper to wrap them.”

What was the response to these pieces?
“What interested me about it was when you see an extinct bird like the
dodo, you read that it disappeared in 1690, you think wow, that took so
much time, that’s so old, the bird must have been really mature when
it died. And then when you think of a chicken, it’s raised from egg to
plastic packaging in five and a half or six weeks. And actually from being
a live bird to a plastic package is about 20 seconds. (Meanwhile) things
are going extinct now every 20 minutes.”
“Also what really got me on this kick—I mean, I’d been interested in
the industrial farm complex for a long time, with genetically engineered
food and stuff, the whole corporate control of farms. With the avian
flu, where they were gassing birds by the billions, basically to provide
clean product recall, well I was thinking: those are organisms! They’re
animals, and just to kill them all seems like this hideous obliteration of
life. Kind of like the (Monsanto) ‘terminator seed,’ really, where you can
just take life, and make it again, it’s just dollars and cents.”

Let’s talk about the new works, which are very timely, particularly your
“Toxitour” through some oil company-ruined parts of Ecuador…
“I guess I got interested in that question first reading about this idea about
oil spills in the Amazon, and reading about how the Amazon is 20% of the
world’s fresh water, has so much fresh water it’s still
gushing fresh water one mile out into the ocean. Can
you imagine if the Hudson River was gushing fresh
water a mile out into the ocean?”

- food plan

“It’s hard to believe that anyone would intentionally
pollute that. But actually, (Texaco, now Chevron)
did, and it was too much trouble for them (to clean
up), and they didn’t think anyone would really notice.
Basically, most of this pollution is in the drilling
process: like the hydrofracking process, it requires that
you send down water and chemicals to get the well to
pump; it creates the suction. You have to send down
all these chemicals like plasticizers and lubricants, all
kinds of things that keep the machinery running, keep
it from clogging, just so many chemicals.”

food plane

“They have to send all that down, and it comes back up
as ‘formation water,’ they call it formed water. In the
Amazon, they didn’t bother to treat that water, they
would just dig out a big pool, like a swimming pool.”
45 | rollmagazine.com

continued on pg 42...

continued from pg 41...

Could this happen in the US?
“The Clean Water Act of 1977 said you cannot use industry to pollute fresh
groundwater. And yet there was this loophole—called the ‘Halliburton
loophole’ which was since the terrorist threat came up, back into the
90s—that in the pursuit of domestic energy, you could pollute fresh
water, and pass it off to the taxpayers to worry about. And my whole
thing is: pollution is not patriotic! If you really loved this country you’d
be protecting the water, not dirtying it.”

& glasses, magic lantern, drill baby drill-frog- oil well gush, all images courtesy christy rupp

So this segues well into the “Frack Me Not” pieces, discussing the process
of hydro-fracturing (“hydrofracking”) to harvest natural gas, particularly in
the Marcellus Shale Formation, home to the largest natural gas source in the
U.S. sitting under an area from western New York State, extending down into
West Virginia. A series of deep-ground explosions and inundation with massive
amounts of chemical laden water release the gas. Is the energy worth the wasted
water?

clockwise, l- r; eyeball

“(In) Ecuador, they would leave this formation water in the open pits,
and hope that this dirty water that
was full of oil and chemicals would
just evaporate, or get covered up by
dead leaves and just disappear! Which
it does in the jungle, pretty quickly.
But it doesn’t go away, because the
water table is so high there that when
it floods, those pools go right into
the river. And people die, people
get cancer, all these cancers that
are unheard of. Just because they
live in places where the oil company
carelessly dumped and never really
made an effort to help them.”

“It’s unbelievable, really, you might think that
oh, they can get away with that in the developing
world. It was shocking to me when you heard
this expectation, like they can take public water,
water that’s being sold, and use it for free…and
not even pay the cleanup. Leave people sick and
dying for the next twelve generations.”

“I realized this story is exactly the same. It ends up with the water being
bad, people getting sick, you can’t eat the fish anymore, you can’t use
your well.”
“These practices take tons of water, way more than used to get
petroleum—and they want to put (the water)
back. That’s what the loophole says, you can put
it into the surface water, you can just discharge,
without cleaning it up.”

“The creepy thing about the hydrofracking is the depths of these wells,
re-injecting the water back into the aquifer. Well, how do you clean an
aquifer? It’s one thing to clean surface water, but an aquifer? You can’t
do it.”

Do you think that these pieces can help get the word across about these issues,
get the word out more loudly?
“Well, I don’t think that art by itself changes things. But it can create a
forum for dialogue, and educate people, and bring people up to speed so
they can have opinions. I also think
that because art is visual, it has an
opportunity to fill in some of the
gaps that seem insurmountable
because of scientific data and
things like that. And that’s when
political art gets slammed for
being didactic, heavy-handed.
That’s just what the art world
does with art that’s about content,
it has no way to process art that’s
really information-driven.”
“There’s a huge movement
of ecologically-based art. Check out greenmuseum.org, it’s a
clearinghouse, it’s just huge; there are so many artists today, so many
ways to work environmentally. It’s all about the dialogue, and the
breaking down of artificial boundaries between (artistic) disciplines.”
“This tack I’m on right now is connecting the dots between all
these mineral extraction issues and how similar they are all over
the globe. Like mountaintop removal has the exact same outcome
of polluted water, people unable to leave, people unable to work,
dividing communities, making some people pressured to sell, leaving
others behind to pick up the pieces. It’s a real issue with indigenous
communities, because some of them are interested in the money; it’s
hard to exist in a cash economy if you don’t have cash. So when one
person, one group, one entity is offered money, it’s extremely divisive.
These indigenous communities are so much more complex (than we
think.)”

Many think that water issues will be larger and more problematic than energy
issues are now, in fact the decision is often becoming a choice between affordable
energy and fresh water. We’re there now, aren’t we?
“Well, I think that the time to look at that decision has long passed! The
choice has been made to grab the money. It’s just about hiding the costs
of cleanup; if you really had to pay to clean these things up, it wouldn’t
be profitable. So you have Congress being bought off, making sure
there’s nobody in office who really has the power to stop it. The crazy
bogus argument about jobs—there are plenty of jobs to be had in green
industry.”

So, what’s next for you in terms of projects and
installations?
“I’d like to become more educated about energy
extraction. I think it’s a really fascinating topic.
And just to understand a little bit more and play
with our psychological dependence on oil, and
why it is we can’t give it up.”
www.christyrupp.com
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june/art highlights

Through 7/5- “DOTS, LINES AND FIGURES,” group show with
JEFF BRIGGS and BEN SHECTER (paintings), DONISE ENGLISH
(mixed media), and MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN (sculpture), at
Carrie Haddad Gallery, Hudson— “In the paintings of Jeff Briggs, the
history of each work is left exposed. An abundance of near-round marks
creates robust depth and buzzing movement. In their distinctness, these
marks give Briggs’ paintings a collage-like quality; a casualness rooted
in the work’s affinity to collage competes with striking precision and
deliberateness, as evidenced by the clarity of each mark and Briggs’ acute
sensitivity to color. In the collection of paintings by Ben Shecter featured
in this exhibit, one thing remains constant: the prominence of a theatrical
space. A distinguished set and costume designer for the stage as well as the
screen, Shecter constructs eerily artificial backdrops in which he situates
objects and figures, simultaneously illustrating and pushing the limits of
conventional illustration. Donise English exhibits an interest in mapping
space, both real and imaginary. In her mixed media-works, lattice-like
structures overlap to form complex grids. These structures stand up
vertically, resembling ladders resting on a building, and then collapse to
form an aerial plan of a more expansive space. Scale and perspective are
elusive; a single drawing can feel both vast and intimate—like a network
of city streets and a close-up of a stone building’s surface. Michael
McLaughlin’s beautiful bronze sculptures combine realism and fantasy:
the antlers of an elegantly simple figure of a deer morph seamlessly into
the branches of a tree. In a single figure, McLaughlin
expresses the harmony of all natural life. The
most compelling visual feature of McLaughlin’s
emerges from the manner in which each sculpture
has oxidized.” Carrie Haddad Gallery, 622 Warren
St.,
Hudson,
www.carriehaddadgallery.com,
518.828.1915. Th-Mo 11 AM-5 PM

6/11 through 7/18- UlsterCorp and Woodstock
Artists Association and Museum (WAAM)
present the ARTS FOR ULSTER collaborative
exhibition
and
fundraiser,
at
WAAM,
Woodstock—Arts for Ulster—this unique event
designed to foster volunteerism, build community,
and raise money to support services for Ulster
County residents—will auction over 50 works of art,
each by a different artist, each benefiting a different
not-for-profit. Some of the participating artists, agencies, and sponsors
include Judy Pfaff—courtesy Elena Zang Gallery—for UlsterCorps,
Gillian Jagger for Rondout Valley Animals for Adoption, and Richard
Segalman—courtesy Woodstock Framing Gallery—for Daily Bread Soup
Kitchen. A performance at the Gala Preview Reception will be donated by

top;

Esopus Musicalia (Fr 6/11, 7-9 PM), and classical guitarist Liam Wood will
perform on the evening of the benefit auction, auctioneered by James Cox
(Sa 6/17, 6-10 PM). Additional performances include James Krueger at the
Community Opening (Sa 6/12, 12:30 PM), and Rebecca Martin (Fr 6/18, 7
PM). A series of free Saturday Community Days with talks by participating
agencies and artists is also being planned by WAAM’s Education Program,
including a Youth Day (Sa 6/26, 12-5 PM) with performances by POOK,
Energy and other local youth groups. Looking for a way to enjoy fine art
and music, and give to the community? Here’s a good one. Woodstock
Artists Association and Museum (WAAM), 28 Tinker St., Woodstock,
www.woodstockart.org, 845.679.2940.

6/19 through 7/10- PUBLIC MURAL PAINT-OUT, ART TAG SALE,
and opening reception for ELIZABETH DAMA exhibition at Mill
Street Loft’s Gallery 45, Poughkeepsie—Begun three years ago by
urban youth in Mill Street Loft’s Project ABLE+ jobs training, career
exploration and empowerment Outreach Program, and led by artist
Nestor Madalengoitia, this giant public 63-panel mural depicts “Career,
Education, Community and Environment” themes. Supported in part
by a prestigious grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, this
will be the largest outdoor artwork of its kind in the Hudson Valley.
This mural has been conceived and designed to help provide impetus for
the revitalization and enhancement of this underserved Poughkeepsie
north side neighborhood,
and during last year’s
Quadricentennial, members
of the public participated
along with Poughkeepsie
youth in painting several
of the panels. On Saturday,
June 19, the final touches
will be applied by more than
20 professional artists and
art students donating talent
and time—on both sides of
the fence, simultaneously.
The mural will then later
be installed around the
playground next door to
Mill Street Loft’s parking
area. Project ABLE+ youth are also sponsoring a tag sale of a wide
variety of art items, in all price ranges, and the occasion also launches a
retrospective and art installation of works by Elizabeth Dama (reception
4-6 PM), with refreshments and live music. Mill Street Loft, 45 Pershing
Ave., Poughkeepsie, www.millstreetloft.org, 845.471.7477

Nymphaea, 2000 Etching, encaustic, ed. 30, 11 by 66 inches, Courtesy Judy Pfaff, Tandem Press + Elena Zang Gallery, by Judy Pfaff,
L avendar. Size: 6 x 8 inches. Courtesy of Richard Segalman + Woodstock Framing Gallery.by Richard Segalman

bottom; watercolor
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ExpErt pC rEpair,
and thE OnLY

appLE authOrizEd SErviCE
prOvidEr in thE Mid-hudSOn vaLLEY.
upstairs at the Water Street Market
in new paltz.

Tech Smiths
WE SpEaK GEEK!

845.255.0139 | www.tech-smiths.com | info@tech-smiths.com
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“a snake that sheds its’ skin is still a snake.”

New work by Steven Strauss & Phil Hennion | July 3rd - August 3rd

Surprenant Gallery | 324 Wall Street | Kingston, NY
w w w.g a l l e r ys u r p re n a n t .co m

galleries

			
RRENT
CURRENT
CU

SUMMER CLASSES
include

ALEX KVETON
3 Dimensional Design
Thursdays, 6 - 9, Starts July 1

A Summer Sculpture Exhibition

to benefit The Gillette Scholarship Fund

Garrison, New York
Along the banks of the Hudson
at Garrison Art Center, Garrison’s Landing
and on the majestic grounds of Boscobel

May 28 - October 11, 2010
Sculptors
Emil Alzamora
Leonda F. Finke
Kevin Forest
Mara Haseltine

23 Depot Square
Garrison, NY 10524

David Hayes
Brett Hunter
Eric David Laxman
Judith Steinberg
Jay Wholley

garrisonartcenter.org 845.424.3960

CHRISTINE DEBROSKY
Woodstock Impressions
July 26 - 30
for a complete listing of classes go to
www.woodstockschoolofart.org
or contact the school by calling 845. 679. 2388
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roll gardening & green

forest
gardening

Wherever I wander, wherever I roam, I couldn't be fonder of my big home
The bees are buzzin' in the tree to make some honey just for me
When you look under the rocks and plants, and take a glance at the fancy ants –
Then maybe try a few?
The bare necessities of life will come to you, they'll come to you!

“The Bare Necessities” from Disney's The Jungle Book

by Luanne Panarotti

Mmmm, fancy ants. So maybe Baloo's vision of a bountiful jungle buffet
didn't quite jive with Mowgli's. But this ideal of an environment that
offers sustenance without the sweat of our brows to till and plant has
been sought by humankind ever since we got the bum's rush from The
Garden. Hunter-gatherers tracked and picked their way through their
own imperfect Eden, but as soon as we decided to settle in one place,
cultivation became the norm.

N

ow, when people talk about growing their own
food, more often than not, they're thinking kitchen
gardens: tidy beds, neat plants in straight lines, cages,
trellises, row covers—all propping, supporting,
protecting. Not that there's anything wrong with that: what could be
better than a juicy tomato from your own backyard? But the plants
we tend in our veggie beds—our tomatoes, peppers, basil, cucumbers
and so on—are annuals, tender things in need of tilled soil and yearly
planting, ongoing watering, weeding and pest-management to bring
forth their tasty yield. If what you're seeking is a food-providing
planting that's more permanent and more self-sufficient, it's time to
get out of your raised bed, and head into the forest.

What is a forest garden...
A forest garden is a consciously-designed community of hardy plants
that mimics a natural forest ecosystem in form, function and diversity,
while at the same time providing food and other resources for human use:
fiber, fuel, animal fodder, pharmaceuticals. Chosen properly, the trees,
shrubs and perennials form a mutually-beneficial coexistence that helps
to make the garden more self-sustaining once established. They offer one
another shade and structure; some attract birds and beneficial predatory
insects, others lure in pollinators. Some are dynamic accumulators,

whose roots tap minerals deep in the subsoil, then make them available
to more shallow-rooted plants via their decomposing leaves. A few may
fix atmospheric nitrogen, ultimately converting it to usable nitrogen in
the soil.

...and how can I have one?
Your biggest investment, in both time and resources, happens during the
initial set-up of your garden. There are various ways you can approach
the process. If a natural forest edge surrounds your backyard, perhaps
begin by building out from the existing community. If you have already
planted some fruit trees on your property, orchard-style, underplant
them with complementary edible perennials. Or, go whole-hog, and
create a complete ecosystem from scratch.
The easiest way to prepare the patch of land for this is by using a method
called sheet mulching. Knock down any tall weeds, then cover the area
with a thick layer of enriched compost and manure. Over this, spread
the weed barrier: six-sheet thicknesses of non-glossy newspapers, or
pieces of cardboard, making sure there are no gaps. Top this with another
three or more inches of compost, then three-to-five inches of matter
that mimics the forest floor—leaves, twigs, wood chips, etc. To install
your plants, slash an X through the weed barrier, and sink them into the
richness beneath.

Old Mother Nature's recipes
Like a natural forest, a forest garden has multiple layers, or stories,
of plants. Tall trees create the canopy. Tucked among them in the
understory are smaller trees, and assorted flowering and fruiting shrubs.
Beneath these are herbaceous plants such as wildflowers, medicinal
herbs, perennial vegetables and wild edibles, then groundcovers, then
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root crops. Food-bearing vines and logs sprouting mushrooms may round
out the picture, which can be a feast for the eyes as well as the stomach.

When you pick a pawpaw, or a prickly pear...

.
YEARS
FOR OVER

30

Grow Something!

VEGETABLES

Cold Spring,
Late Start,
Still Time …

Northern Dutchess Botanical Gardens
389 Salisbury Turnpike, Rhinebeck,
845-876-2953
One of Dutchess County’s
best garden resources!

,

Productive, and also a lovely, peaceful place to be—a forest garden is a
smart and sustainable means of growing your own food. And, you don't
have to eat the ants....

C O M

AND

So just try and relax, yeah cool it, fall apart in my
backyard

OF AN EXTRAORDINARY VARIETY OF

The herbaceous portion of your forest garden can include native plants
as well as more exotic additions. Ramps (Allium tricoccum), also called
wild leeks, can be used in place of garlic or onions in your cooking;
practitioners of Appalachian folk medicine swear by their power to
ward off colds. The leaves of wood sorrel (Oxyria digyna) have a fresh,
tart taste and are rich in vitamin C, while the leaves, roots and seeds of
sweet cicely (Myrrhis odorata) are permeated with a spicy anise flavor.
The local groundnut vine (Apios americana) has crunchy tubers that are
high in protein. The hardy kiwi vine (Actinidia arguta), on the other hand,
is native to Asia, and bears a small fruit similar in taste to cultivated
kiwifruit.

. N D B G O N L I N E .

LOCAL GROWERS

For the shrub layer, consider the Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia) or
American plum (Prunus americana), both of which offer pristine spring
flowers and beautiful fall hues in addition to a toothsome yield. Currants
and gooseberries, of the genus Ribes, are also good choices, as they are
prolific even in the partial shade. For medicinal as well as aesthetic
value, there is common witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana), whose colorful
autumn foliage gives way to an uncommon November display of pale
yellow flowers. Oil extracted from the bark can be used to make an allpurpose treatment for burns, insect bites and abrasions.

W W W

HERBS

When it comes to selecting your plants, the palette is wide and varied.
For the uppermost story, try a northern shagbark hickory (Carya ovata),
which develops its characteristic shaggy bark as it matures, and bears
flavorful nuts that were a mainstay of the Algonquin diet. The common
pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is a large-leaved native tree, with relaxed habit
and tropically-nuanced fruit. Members of the mulberry family (Morus
spp.) offer tasty fruit that can be eaten fresh or used in pies and preserves.
The native red mulberry (Morus rubra) has bright yellow fall foliage, and
serves as the larval host plant for the elegant mourning cloak butterfly.

ANNUALS, PERENNIALS, WILDFLOWERS,

Resources
Edible Forest Gardens by David Jacke with Eric Toensmeier;
Chelsea Green Publishing, White River Junction VT. (the
definitive two-volume “bible” of forest gardening and
ecological garden design)
Wonderful Weeds & Other Useful Herbals: a workshop with
permaculture educator Anya Raskin, Sunday July 25 @ 10 a.m.
The Phantom Gardener, Rhinebeck, NY 845-876-8606
YouTube: search for “perennial vegetables” and enjoy a tour
of Eric Toensmeier's prolific backyard garden, or visit the UK
planting of forest garden pioneer Robert Hart.

Is your busIness worth a cup of coffee?

With rollmagazine.com, you can reach your target market
for less than a cup of coffee a day.
Call our sales offiCe at 845-658-8153
or email sales@rollmagazine.Com for more information.
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the 3rd AnnuAl

Bruce Schenker
MeMoriAl 5k run/WAlk

saturday, june 12th

-

9:30 am [no rain date]

the gilded otter, 3 main st, new paltz, ny
registration: between 8-9am race day

pre-register, sponsor or donate: www.turtleeagle.org
race fee: $20 adults, $15 students w/ id,

$5 children 12 & under

Portion of Proceeds will be donated to The Bruce Schenker Children’s Carousel Fund
& A Locally Based Student Art Scholarship for Children

The Rosendale Theatre Collective would like to
thank the community for all of its support!
Because of you, the purchase of the theater is near.
June events
June 13 • 3 pm A Staged Reading of The Master Forger: The True Story
of the World’s Greatest Art Forger at The Rosendale Theatre
June 17 Playback Theater: Playback Goes to the Movies
at the Belltower
June 26 • 8 pm The Spontaneous Regeneration of
IMPROV NATION | Wrangled by
Denny Dillon
June 27 Three-course dinner, wine presentation,
and Argentinean music at Canal House
sponsored by roll magazine • rosendal etheatre.org
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Ghent Wood
Products

Every Floor is a

Native Hardwood
Floors
Bringing the outdoors…in!
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Classic
Carpet
Ash, Maple, Pine, Black Walnut,
Red & White Oak,Curly Maple,
Hickory & Cherry*
* Available in Rustic or Select (3” to 12” widths)

$25 OFF
Any purchase of
$250 or more*
*Cannot be combined
with any other offer.
Exp. 07/31/10 (ROLL)

Timeless
Hardwood

Luxurious
Area Rugs

$75 OFF $150 OFF
Any purchase of
$750 or more*
(material only)

Any purchase of
$1,500 or more*
(material only)

*Cannot be combined
with any other offer.
Exp. 07/31/10 (ROLL)

*Cannot be combined
with any other offer.
Exp. 07/31/10 (ROLL)

Ghent Wood Products, Inc.
1262 Rt. 66 Ghent, NY 12075

518.828.5684

845-297-1441 • Wappingers Falls
NY • ShopAbbeyFloors.com ROLL

www.ghentwoodproducts.com
V Mention this ad and receive a free gift with purchase V

Ne Jame Pool Specialists, Inc.
vinyl or concrete

automatic covers

beautiful

award winning

water features
chlorine free

From Concept to Completion

We’ll guide you through the design with personalized drawings, get all the permits
required & change your backyard into the dream you’ve always imagined. With all the work under one roof
and only one phone number to dial, your budget will be our first concern.

845.677.7665

|
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): Mozart once challenged
his friend Haydn to play a harpsichord piece he’d
written. Haydn tried, but stopped partway through
when the musical score called for him to play a
note in the middle of the keyboard even though his
right hand was fully occupied at the high end and
his left hand at the low end. “Nobody can play this,”
protested Haydn. “I can,” said Mozart, who proceeded to perform the
piece flawlessly, dipping down to play the problematic note with his
nose. In the coming weeks, Aries, be inspired by Mozart as you not only
cover the extremes but also take care of the center.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): If you’ve ever contemplated taking a trip
to Bora Bora or Pago Pago, now might be a good time to actually go.
That’s because you’re in a “seeing double” phase —a
time when magic will come through repetition, and via
duplication, and while you’re in the throes of imitation.
To take maximum advantage of the dualistic cosmic
rhythms, don’t seek just one of anything. Don’t do
anything just once. Two is where the power lies. Pairing
brings potency.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): My favorite news
source, The Onion, recently reported on a “freethinking cat” that excretes its wastes “outside the
box.” As you enjoy your own phase of liberated
thinking and uninhibited action, Gemini, I hope that
you’re putting the emphasis on generating beauty
and blessings “outside the box.” You will of course
also have to make some messes as you tamper with the way things have
always been done, but even they could turn out to be productive in the
long run.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Are you slipping into one of those moods in
which you feel like a fraud? Are you starting to worry that maybe you’re
not who you say you are? If so, I want to remind you of what happened
the last time these feelings got stirred up: You became super motivated
to prove that you are indeed who you say you are. And that had a most
wonderful effect, didn’t it? It led you to locate and
call on resources you hadn’t known you could have
access to; it spurred you to purge some self-deception
from your system; and it roused you to intensify your
commitment to rigorous authenticity. How about an
encore?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): I’m a
compassion freak. Empathy is a fetish of mine. My
predilection is to comfort the afflicted, champion
the underdog, and fight for the rights of people who
have been given less than I. And yet there’s also a
part of me that’s a pagan libertarian anarchist. I
subscribe to the idea that pretty much any kind of
behavior is fine and good as long as it doesn’t hurt anyone. Now that
you Leos are in the “anything goes” phase of your astrological cycle, this
full-permission part of me is rising to the forefront, eager to encourage

you to go for broke, take it to the limit, and get away with everything
you can get away with—on one condition, which is that it doesn’t harm
anyone, including you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Snake charmers are still a fixture in many
Indian cities. Moving rhythmically and playing a flute-like instrument,
they influence erect cobras to bob and sway as if dancing. According to
my reading of the astrological omens, you now have the power to do the
metaphorical equivalent of that magic trick. This is
one of those rare times when you possess the mojo
to direct and even control strong forces that may
usually be too wild to tame. You’ve still got to be
careful, though. Just because you’ve got the power
doesn’t mean that you can scrimp on preparation and
discipline.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): It’s time to think
comprehensively, not defensively . . . to see
futuristically, not didactically . . . to fantasize
fantastically, not diplomatically. Your assignment
is to stop reacting to every little blip that leaps into
your field of vision, and start surveying the longterm cycles of your life from an expansive vista. Be
a proactive visionary, Libra. Be a high-minded explorer. Weave all the
disparate threads into a tapestry that reveals the big picture. The next
phase of your liberation requires you to slough off petty concerns and
trivial details.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Never” has never been a more irrelevant
word for you. Events that may have always seemed quite improbable
are now well within the range of possibility. Exotic people who up until
recently may as well have been fictional characters are showing up as
real live actors in your actual life story. Plotlines
whose emergence you could not have predicted are
snaking their way into your drama. So be alert for a
freaking miracle concealed in a flimsy disguise. And
don’t be surprised if a vision of funky paradise shows
up in full regalia. The future’s not just knocking at
your door, it’s pounding.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sagittarian
writer Samuel Clemens was best known under
his pen name, Mark Twain. But he tried many
others, including Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass, W.
Epaminondas Adrastus Blab, Trismegistus, and
Sergeant Fathom. Since you’re in a phase when
experiments with your persona would be productive,
I suggest you dream up a few aliases of your own. I hope that at least one of
them will be as wacky as "Blab" or “Snodgrass.” Having a sense of humor
about yourself will be helpful. It will ensure that your explorations at the
frontiers of your identity will be fertile, fun, and never fear-based.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You’re not living in Iraq or Sudan or
the Congo, and you don’t have to walk five miles a day with a jug on your
head to fetch the water you need, and you’re not so bereft of food that
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you have to resort to eating worms and tree bark. So how bad could your
problems be? The single best thing you can do to start fixing your life’s
small glitches is to feel waves of gratitude for how
many resources you have and how lucky you are.
The second best thing would be to aggressively take
your worried attention off yourself and turn your
mind toward people who could really benefit from
your help. As you carry out those two assignments,
your dilemmas will begin to solve themselves as if
by magic.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): There’s a bothersome
phenomenon that mucks up reincarnation research:
Far too many people profess to have been celebrities
and geniuses in their previous lives. A related and
equally irksome issue is the problem of multiple
claims. For example, I know three different people
who have assured me they were Napoleon their last
time around. The fact is, almost no one who’s reading this horoscope
has never been famous in any past incarnation. However, it is worthy to
note that a disproportionately high percentage of you Aquarians were
formerly people with great imaginations. And it so happens that in the
coming weeks you will be at the peak of your ability to tap into the
creativity you had back then.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): When I sent out my email newsletter last
week, I got the usual number of automatic replies from people who were
on vacation or out of the office. But one from Lisa P. caught my attention.
“Can’t reply to your email right now,” it read. “I will be meditating until
June 1.” My first reaction was jealousy. “I want to have the leisure time
and willpower to meditate for 14 days non-stop!” I thought to myself.
I pictured myself free of all business-as-usual, even meditating while I
was asleep. My second reaction was that I should tell you Pisceans about
what Lisa P. was up to. The coming days would, after
all, be an excellent time for you to retreat from the
usual flood of chaos and seek peaceful sanctuary in
a conversation with eternity. If you can’t manage a
whole week, try to give yourself at least 48 hours of
profound and utter slack.

To check out my expanded
audio forecast of your destiny
go to RealAstrology.com.
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Authorized Dr. Hauschka dealer
Gluten-Free Products
www.beaconnaturalmarket.com

roll portrait

Dances at an Exhibition
Powerhouse Apprentice Company
© Vassar College/ Buck Lewis
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see you later

at...

mac’s agway in red hook

new paltz agway

845.876.1559 | 68 firehouse lane red hook, ny 12571

845.255.0050 | 145 rte 32 n, new paltz, ny 12561

BARDSUMMERSCAPE
july

Bard SummerScape presents seven
weeks of opera, dance, music,

drama, film, cabaret, and the 21st

annual Bard Music Festival, this year
exploring the works and world of

composer Alban Berg. SummerScape
takes place in the extraordinary

Bard Music Festival Twenty-first Season

THE DISTANT SOUND (Der ferne Klang)
July 30, August 1, 4, 6
Sung in German with English supertitles
Music and libretto by Franz Schreker
American Symphony Orchestra
Conducted by Leon Botstein
Directed by Thaddeus Strassberger

BERG AND HIS WORLD

Performing Arts and other venues
Hudson River Valley campus.

Dance

on Bard College’s stunning Mid-

– august

Opera

The first fully-staged North American
production of an important but rarely
performed opera bearing a gripping story
and a stunning, melodic musical score.

Richard B. Fisher Center for the

8

TRISHA BROWN DANCE COMPANY
July 8, 9, 10, 11
Choreography by Trisha Brown
Twelve Ton Rose (excerpt), Foray Forêt,
You can see us, L’Amour au théâtre

Film Festival
THE BEST OF G. W. PABST
Thursdays and Sundays
July 15 – August 19

Spiegeltent
CABARET and FAMILY FARE

August 13–15 and 20–22
Two weekends of concerts, panels, and
other events bring the musical world of
Alban Berg vividly to life.

Operetta

22, 2010

Tickets and information:
845-758-7900
fishercenter.bard.edu

Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y.

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER
August 5 – August 15
Music by Oscar Straus
Conducted by James Bagwell
Directed by Will Pomerantz

Straus's delightful 1908 operetta is an
adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's
Arms and the Man.

Theater
JUDGMENT DAY

July 14 –25
By Ödön von Horváth
Directed by Caitriona McLaughlin

A runaway hit of last fall’s theater season in
London, Judgment Day is a riveting drama
whose compelling characters are divided by
deceit, lust, bloodshed, and injustice..

July 8 – August 22

weekend one
Friday, August 13

Berg and Vienna
program one

Saturday, August 14 program two
program three
Sunday, August 15

program four
program five
program six

weekend two
Friday, August 20

Alban Berg: The Path of Expressive Intensity
Chamber works by Berg

the bard music festival

The Vienna of Berg’s Youth
Chamber works by Zemlinsky, Webern, and others
Mahler and Beyond
American Symphony Orchestra, Leon Botstein, conductor
Orchestral works by Berg, Mahler, Korngold, and others
Eros and Thanatos
Chamber works by Berg, Schreker, Mahler, and others
Teachers and Apostles
Chamber works by Berg, Schöenberg, Wellesz, and others
The Orchestra Reimagined
Members of the American Symphony Orchestra,
Leon Botstein, conductor
Orchestral works by Berg, Busoni, Hindemith, and others

Berg the European
program seven

twenty-first season

“No Critics Allowed”: The Society for Private Performances
Chamber works by Berg, Debussy, Reger, and others
Saturday, August 21 program eight You Can’t Be Serious! Viennese Operetta and Popular Music
Works by Berg, Sullivan, Lehár, Kálmán, and others
program nine
Composers Select: New Music in the 1920s
Chamber works by Berg, Toch, Gershwin, and others
program ten
Modernism and Its Discontent
American Symphony Orchestra, Leon Botstein, conductor
Orchestral works by Berg and Schmidt
Sunday, August 22 program eleven Between Accommodation and Inner Emigration:
The Composer’s Predicament
Works by Berg, Schoeck, Hartmann, and others
program twelve Crimes and Passions
American Symphony Orchestra, Leon Botstein, conductor
Orchestral works by Berg, Hindemith, and Weill

berg

and His World

august 13–15 and 20–22

The Bard Music Festival presents two
extraordinary weeks of concerts, panels,
and other special events that will explore
the musical world of Alban Berg.

Tickets and information:
845-758-7900
fishercenter.bard.edu
Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y.
Alban Berg in the Atelier Madame D’Ora, Wien, 1909.
© ÖNB/Wien, 203481-D

